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Nicaragua and Salvador Will Writes Letter to Thaw For
For Money and Confesses
Come to Amicable SetHe Lied About Evelyn.
tlement of Troubles.

Commissioner's Resignation Temperature Went to Ten or
Has Been Accepted by
Twelve Degrees Below
the President.
Freezing Point.

QUIET DAY AFTER THE

STRENUOUS TRIAL

ALL0WE0T0 GO ABROAD
Kumo Will Appropriate

$1

l.iXX).-OO- O

to Relieve Her Starving Multitudes.

AGONY

ACTIVE PRACTICE OF LAW
.

Keports ot Change of Attorneys by
Thaw Family Circulated But
Denied by Delmas.

sil- -

AND ALL INJURED

Major General Wade Was Retired Coldest
A;r:i Weather Ever
Today at the Age of Sixty-Fou- r
Known In Hbtory ot
Years.
Nebraska.
"s

New York, April 13. A letter writ-te- ll
by Howard Nesblt, brother
of
n
Ivn
to llnri'V rlh.iie
niiHii
from Coiled State:-Consul Philip public
today by some of Thaw's coun-isc- i,
lirown. :it La I'lilun. Honduras, sayyoung man
ing thai a pea'-conference will be (wroteit Is said. In it tho was
that when White
shot he
In !il ;i Lie Port of Amanala between
It would be heroic to stand
President Ze luyu, f Nicaragua, unii thought
was so
Piesnh-nFiguro, lit Salvador, im by Hie "man whose memory
to me." As to w hen Jerome
mediately upon the
surrender '.fj precious
statement
Howard Nesblt
Amalp.i, v
whin thin dispatch! took his
a tiled, v:us expected momentarily. wrote: "I wrote him what Florence
me
told
was
or
supposed to
least
at
The two presidents will meet in have told me. 1 will put
it more
person and endeavor to reach a
say
and
she never told me
e( the dilhculUes which In- strongly
you
ngalnsi
anything
would
tend
that
volved Nicaragua and Honduras in lo
hurt you in any way. I lied, thinkwar and caused Salvador to become ing
it would help the man who I
til- - j!';. of tho latter.
thought was so good."
Abjectly Ja-jfor Money.
P.OllJ. IS ALLOW I l I.I
As to his subsequent attitude toApril IS.- Tin- flute
ilfimit niciit Unlay re:cel veil u dispatch

Washington. April 13. John W.
Yerkes, commissioner of International
revenue, has resigned and his resignation has been accepted
by th"
president.
He leaves the service to
enter tho practice of law.
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Sl'4'CKI :1)S
MA.IOK Gi:.I.KL WAIK.
Washington, April 13. Maj. Gen.
James F. Wade, senior of that rank
in the army nnd next in rank to
Lieut, Gen.
MacArthur. terminate.
his active connection with the military establishment today, on account
of nge.
He becomes 64 tomorrow.
Ills military service covers forty-si- x
years and Includes participation in
the civil war, the Indian campaigns
and' the Spanish-America- n
war. His
retirement will result In th promotion of Itrlg. Oen. Wm. S. McCnskcy.
commanding
the department of
Texas, to thu grade of major general.
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i: ( i :tu.m, a.mkkica.
Paris. April l::. The Nicaragua
legation today received a dispatch
C'inlirniiiijr tile surrender of Amapala.
Honduras, and adding:
"The surrender was absolulely
without any conditions, but we guar-ant'.- d
President Ponillu's passage
abroad
The S lvadorean govern-sendin- g
a peace commission
incut it
lo Aniapaln."
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IIKK STARVING Mild, IONS.
St. Petersburg. April 13. Premier
Stoylpiu today submitted a bill to
parliament providing; for the appropriation of ill.aOO.OOO as supplementary credit for famine relief, and
asked for Immediate discussion on
account of the urgency of the situation.

i.oi:i Kosr.r.Kitr win,

not

iO OVKK TO OTHKll .NIDK.
guidon, April 13. Lord Rosebery's
thunderbolt against home rule was
considered by many as un excellent
piehminury to going over to tho oth-- ft
eV.it that does not seem, to
be the case. His attitude resembles
Mr. Ilolfour's.
It represents the conservative and spektlcal view of the
t'emocracy, and. while it stands for
the rights of property In the
declares against any extension
of property to the classes not now
possessing it. The liberal attitude toward property may best be described
hostile only to the excessive accumulation nnd unchecked power of
wealth to the same tendency which
has destroyed all the civilized socle-tie- s
of the piist. The 'Spectator"
while it agrees completely with the
Mibslance of Lord Rosebery's criticisms, with his protest ugalnst home
d
Mile, and
socialism, says:
"It is impossible to overlook the fact
that the tone and temper
of his
speech are sure considerably to Impair its value. Yet Lord Rosebery
must be taken as we find him. a luminous public commentator, haneli- apped by his supersensitive artistic
temperament.
!
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opkm:i stock i:xt'ii N;i:.
N'ew.York, April 13. The produce

exchange has opened Its new stock
exchange to begin trauing In Industrial and mining stocks. The list
includes as many as 75 industries and
11". mining1 stocks.

FAMOUS TRIALS
AS COMPARED
WITH THAW'S
Records in Cases of Dr.

Ken-

nedy. Roland B Molineux
and Nan Patterson.
i w

Yolk. April

13.
Willi
tile
Thaw trial ended,

i

wards his sister und Thaw, he wrote
that utter Kvelyn told her story on
the stand he was with her from that
tune forward, and adds that he had
been influenced by designing persons,
lie says: "1 believe you weie right
and justilied in doing what you did,
and you are now in my estimation
inoie than a hero."
He declares that he wrote Kvelyn
Inwus sorry und asked her
for
$100 to pay certain debts he contracted In Now York, but he adds, "She HARRIMAN APPEARED AT
seems to be somewhat bitter Ht me
und will not see me. She answered
that she did not have the money."
TRIAL OF FORMER
He then appeals to Thaw for money
which Kvelyn did not send him nnd
declares that he would rather kill him
self than go to "certain persons in
this city for help," that he will not
write home for money nnd ut times
has felt like "ending It all."
.Jurors Nearly Come to I'.lous,
It has leaked out that early ThursLetter Was
day morning Juror l'laff, who stood Testified That
out for conviction from the lirst, made
Substantially Correct But
Kome remarks which were resented
by the four men who voted for
Whilejicaireakfast thai day.
Had Been Stolen.
Juror Steel approached Plaff ami demanded an apology, which I'faft refused to make. One word led to another and when Steel shook his fist HALL'S TRIAL WAS PUT
in
face nnd threatened to
OFF TILL FRIDAY NEXT
punch his head, the other Jurors
and prevented further trou-
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VICTIM THAT DEADLY

OF BRAIN STORM

OIL

CAN

DESTROYS AN ENTIRE
FAMILYOF EIGHT

Reproved For Leaving Win- Tried to Start Fire With Ker
dow Open When Recoverosene and Victims Burned
ing From
Beyond Recognition.
Prt-tiiv.or.l-

IIL- -

April 13. F.. H. liar-rima- n
appeared In the Tombs police
court today s a witness against
Frank W. Hall, his former stenographer, who is charged with having sold for publication the famous
Sidney Webster letter, written
by
Harrlman.
Harrlman declared on
the stand that the letter as published
was substantially correct.
He said
he did not authorize the publication
or give permission for the letter to go
from his office.
He said Hall was
discharged by him some months before the publication of the letter. The
trial was adjourned until April It.
ew York.

GETS ANGRY AND
FIVE INJURED. ONE
SHOOTS THE FAMILY
FATALLY AT PASADENA

New York, April 13. Angered because he had been reproved for leaving a window open near his bad last
night, Frederick Mattheson today, in
all probability, fatally wonded his
nephew,
(leorge
Hoffman,
with
whom he lived.
Mrs. Hoffman and
Arthur Ooebelman, nephew of the
HotTmans.
Mattheson was convalescent after an uttack of pneumonia,
and when Mrs. Hoffman entered the
room and found the wludow open she
spoke sharply.
Mattheson replied
angrily and In a few minutes came
down stairs and began shooting. He
was arrested later.
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IUIY 4;04)IS MKN lISTl'KHKI
4)Vi:U STKKKT CONIHTIONS.
New Y'ork. April 13. Dry goods
i.ie.i throughout the city who are
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New York. April 13.

Of

IS 4.IVKN.
Tho Hippo-

drome celebrates tonight Its second
birthday. A vuludevllle entertainment will be given after the regular
performance, and all theatrical companies have been invited to come und
he entertained nfter their own performances ure closed. There will be
swimming matches tn'the big tank,
in which any . girl playing in New
York muj: Compete against the "mermaid"" of the "Neptune's Dauphter"
'otr. A ball oh the stage will folSHOW FOR SPORTSMKN
the music to be" furnished t by
IV STAIH OU HOSTOV. low,
Manuel Klein's Hippodrome orchesIloston, Mass., April 13. The sec- tra.
ond annun I exhibition of the New
I
Knglnnd Forest, Fish and Game
popularly known as the OPKItA PARTY F4JU TIIK
jc vixim: CI.l'Il.
aid
sportsmen's show. In the Mechanics
New York. April 13. An Interestbuilding closed today after a successful show of two weeks. The show ing event taken place tonight, known
wc
much 'arger than last, i'ljjrf's In as the "Grand Opera Party.". It will
In the music loom of Carevery particular.
There was a vry be gi.-vlarge lake in the centre of tho hall, negie hall, and will be In aid of the
which bore a wonderful likeness to a West Side Juvenile club.
Various
performances.
real bay or lake. There were seven amateur
costume
recitations,
departments, forestry, food and game; dances.
society
and
fishes and animals; game; song and vaudeville will fill the program.
Insectiverous birds; trnde exhibits;
urt associated with forestry; lish and VKRY ItlG IH NCII 4F I'N- ocean game und lone exhibitions.
liK KV XI MRKH TIIIIM'KKX.
The Interest manifested
New York. April 13. The Thirteen
was very
lively,
and extended through the Club of New York City started towhole life of the show.
day on a special train for Washington
over the Central Railroad of New
Jersey. They visit President RooseMKMPIIIS, TKXV., HANK
IHM lil.FS ITS CAPITAL. velt, who Is a member of the club,
and remain over Sunday st the capiMemphis, April 13. The stockholders of thu First National bank of tal. They left New York ut 12; 13
Memphis met today ami increased the and they leave Washington at 12:1S
capital stock of the concern from midnight Sunday. There was 413 In
?:r,u,ouo to $500,000.
the party.

Deiilson, Texas, April
13.
Near
Guntor, '1,'exaH, early today, J. C.
Price, his live children, his stepdaughter, Jettie Hires, und his niece,
Upchurch, were burned to
Alien
death.
Price attempted to start a
lire with kerosene, when an explosion
occurred. The victims were burned
beyond recognition.
AN

OPKN SWITCH

ltl A'h.

CArSKS

4l' tM.ll l)lt.MA

CAIl.
April 13.' Shortly bemidnight
fore
a Paudcna short line
car crashed through a switch which
Five persons
had been left open.
were injured, including L. Kenny, of
Cincinnati, who sustained a fractured
skull and may be fatully injured
W

Los Angeles.

.
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PAUL GRIDLEY
DOWN
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BY RUN-
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numbers of the Retail Dry Goods association declare that they are heavy

sufferers through the present bad
condition of the streets, a condition
which is costing. the rttull trade thousands of dollars a month. In horses,
wagons und goods on delivery. The
merchants declare that their bills for
repairs in thtlr stables have Increased at an astounding rate during the
year. According to one firm the repair bill for March was more than
four times the amount spent on repairs In March, 1 tB. and other linns
report Increases of from 110 per cent
t'p. Veterinary bills are hso reaching
mormous proportions. The heads of
the big department stores are therefore watching with keen Interest the
efforts of organizations like the Merchants' association, the Citizens' union and the Automobile
Club of
America, which are working for betterment. The merchants report that
there are many holes In the streets
which break springs, whiffletrees,
wheels, spring
axles and crack
tires. The horses are reported to suffer from bruises, sprains, cuts, broken
legs and "mud fever."
Fralgilo articles in the wagons are broken on
wagons,
or spoiled through de
broken
lay in delivery.
One merchant declared that there were a million and
one holes from 34th street to where
the subway Is to go under the river.
It is declared that there are tcsn
holes where there used to be one.
Horses are killed all over the city
bv stepping Into holes. Merchants declare they wouldn't care to drive fine
norses through Sixth avenue, as there
H too much risk.
Brooklyn is declared In the matter of street to be
In the country.
rottenest
place
the
The merchants declare that there is
no small town In the country where
the streets are in such a horrible
condition.
IHsPKXSAItlKS Hilt SAI.K
4JF I.IQI OH IV KOI Til.
Charleston. 8. C, April 13. The
business of the dispensary In Charleston county for the first month of Its
peration shows up $25,000. The receipts would have been much heavier
but for lack of cheap grades of corn
liquor. The receipts are expected to
reach $45,000 monthly. This business was done by eleven dispensaries,
which Is less than the number formerly employed, for the reason that
the special beer dispensaries
were
closed by the board, leaving the business to be handled exclusively through
the regurlurly licensed brewery and
bottling plants. There Is a marked
sentiment In favor of patronizing the
dispensary instead of the blind tigers
and liquor solicitors, and with this
sentiment growing, as it Is unmistakable, the county board sees still larger
I luliu ahead,
and the dispensing system may yet become a permanent institution on account of the profit feature, reducing tax"S und licenses on
business.
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Uen-nin-
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Thaw Studies cspacis.
Absolute
inaction followed the
Thaw case today, succeeding the Intense strain and feverish interest of
the many weeks that the trial was
under way. Not one of the lawyers
in the proceedings was at his ofllce
during the early morning hours. Thaw
spent a restless night ut the Tombs,
but according to attendants slept
three or four hours. He was up early
and spent considerable time looking
through the newspapers. To the reporters who sent up a note he replied that he had "nothing to say
just nt this time."
Thuvv Wus Deeply IisupHln(c-el- .
Although bitterly disappointed over
the mistrial, and especially as he believed up to the last minute he would
be acquitted. Thaw is bearing
up
bravely. So certain was he of freedom
that shortly before the Jury came in
for the last lime he wrapped up u
number of letters and papers which
he meant to take with him, and when
he was told by Messrs Peabodv and
o'Rlelly that the Jury could not
agree, he dropped the papers to the
tloor speechless nnd disheartened, but
presently recovered courage.
It Is rumored tnat owing to disagreement all of Thaw's present counsel, except possibly Daniel O'Rlelly,
will be dismissed. It is also reported
that the Thaw family may go back
to their original counsel, the lirm
of lilack, Olcolt, flruber and llonynge
The estimates made of the total
cost of the trial places It at about
$300. out), of which $200,000 falls on
tho Thaws.
Counsel Will Not lie (Imaged.
The Hist question to be decided by
the Thaw side Is that of applying for
bail.
Jerome will strongly oppose
admitting Thaw to bail, holding that
he should be treated like any other
person in similar circumstances;
To the various rumors mat there
will be a new alignment of counsel
for Thaw, Helrnas nays he has not
withdrawn or been superceded. He
was the tirat caller Thaw had today,
lie refused to say whether Thaw summoned him or whether he had come
at the request of Mrs. William Thaw.

Washington, 1).
racing season, which opened at
on the 25th of March, closed
today after a brilliant meeting. Two
days from now the Acciueduct track
will open with a fine schedule of fast
ones. Several well known stables will
be seen first nt Scqeduct, as It is advisable to take a cruck ut some of
the valuable stakes offered at the
Acqueduot course.

.

.Kansas City. April 13. Freexins
weather throughout this section did
Considerable damage to crops la.H
night.
Throughout northwest Missouri the mercury was 8 below freezing, and fruit of all varieties was Injured. In eastern Kansas there was
a heavy frost and It Is believed tho
loss to orchards will be heavy.
In northern and western Oklahoma
fruit nnd gardens were Injured. At
St. Louis a light snow fell nnd at
I'nlonville. on the northern border of
Twenty-tw- o
the state.
degrees were
registered In the) southern part of
Nebraska. It Is reported that there
can be In that section but a partial
peach, pear and plum crop. In parts
of this district ice formed half an
inch thick and tho temperature went
below 20 degrees. In most parts or
Nebraska last night was the cohlesl
April weather on record In the state.
M.4

RACK NKASON
l!i:M'i;S
HAS NOW

-

TOIt CC) (.UOWl ltS
TO SKI.Ii AS TIIKY I'l.KASK.
Nashville, Tenn., April 13. Com
missioner Yerkes explains the provisions of the Dark Tobacco Crowers'
bill, which has aroused much speculation among farmers, the last proviso
especially, liy this. Mr. Yerkes says
that a farmer may sell to manufactur
ers without becoming a leaf dealer.
There Is absolutely no limitation, under the proposed amendment, to the
right of the farmer to sell his leaf
tobacco, to any person ho pleases the
individual consumer, the dealer i u
leaf tobacco, the manufacturer, the
exporter, the country merchant, or
any one else. He also says the right
of a farmer to twist his tobacco for
his own personal use, or the Use of
lriend. or for his family Is not at
all abridged, or enlarged or Hltered by
the
proponed amendment. The farmut.
er Is also not debarred from selling;
4
his tobacco through an agent or emKM t.ll. Tl II VU XI, IN
HASH HAIL THIS SKA SON. ploye without delivering It in person.
Pittsburg, l'a., April 13. The Car- In fact the farmer can dispose of his
negie Technical schools will be well tobacco just as he does under the
represented, in the baseball field this (dil law, with none to molest him or
season If the plans of the athletic as-- make him afraid.
ciation are carried out. The team
selected to represent the schools
CM.U'OltMA AI.I MM 41.111
considered first class, and It is thought
4.IVKS ANNI AI.
hut it will be able to compete
New York. April 13. ThelUF:ii.
I'nlver-Kit- y
i ssfully
college
with the school and
of California club, composed of
i. ams of western Pennsylvania,
alumni of the I'niversily of Califoriii Ohio, and western Virginia. The nia resident In New Y'ork. will give
opens today with a game
Jls regular dinner nt the Hotel Lafa- yt tie tonight. Prominent native anna
the Carnegie Techs und Wash-n.gtand Jefterson. Washington, ot the golden west will be the guestl
Pi.
iu
on this occasion
o fth
terest carries back to three other
inous New York murder trials, statls-uc- s
on which follow:
1). Samuel J. Kennedy
First trial.
IS court days; Jury out 3 hours IS
minutes; verdict, guilty first degree.
Second trial, 15 court days; jury out
6 hours 35 minutes; verdict, disagreement. Third trial, 3tl court days; Jury
ut
hours S minutes; verdict, disagreement.
Roland H. MollneiiT First trial. 57
court elas. Jury out eight hours; verdict, guilty first degree. Second trial,
court days; Jury out i't minutes;
verdicl, not guilty.
Sun I'atterKoii
First trial stopped
wing to illness of Juror at end of ten
days. Second trial. 17 court days;
iur i'ii! 34 hours; verdict, disagreement. Third trial. 14 court days; Jury
"lit 11 hour.-- 35 minutes; verdict,

FRUIT KILLED

MUCH

ED QUARTERMASTER
IL

AT TOVOPAII IS
SHOWING GOOD INCltKASK.
Tonopah, Nev.. April 13. The big
mill of the Tonopah Mining company
Is dropping eighty stamps and will
drop twenty more soon. In the Tono-

AWAY

pah Kxtension the diamond drill bus
proved the existence of a largo body Young Man Fell Under Dash
of high grade ore at a depth of 1,200
to
this from the seven
Washington,
April
Ing Horses While Trying
13.
Hugged feel, and footreach
level, In order to exGen. Chas. F. Humphrey
has Just hundred
work,
pedite
the
been opened
been reappointed by President Roose- up on the !r.O foot has
to Stop Them.
and ore Is
velt to the head of the quartermas- being sacked but notlevel,
out at
ter's department of the army. The ihe mine. On the 1,050hoisted
foot level a
fact Is noteworthy because there was cross-ca day when he had a wordy war with Mont.inu-Toiiopa- h is now being run to cut the CHAVEZ SAYS SWITCH ENwhich ure
veins
Roosevelt. In the course of It ho
to extend Into the mine and
GINE FRIGHTENED HORSES
told Roosevelt wh.it was what In lan- known
guage that fairly sizzled. It happened the indications ure that ore will be
struck within a few feet. Work is
also being rushed on the south crossrunaway
In attempting to slop
cut from the 1,250 foot level, where
it is known that the Ilelmont ore team attached to a dray, in front of
body enters North Star ground.
to
the approach
the Alvurudo hotel,
on Railroad avenue, this morning a'
'
11 o'clock, Paul Grldley, a nephew of
4iiMl 4 ISTOM 4)F A I.I.
was
4H MY HOARDS Tt MKKT. Attorney
Frank Ackerman,
Passaic, N. J., April 13. Paasaic knocked down, run over and severely
Young Grldley was taken
county has a very good custom in Injured.
having iis schools assemble twice a to St. Joseph's hospital, where he was
year. Toduy Is the day fn the meet- attended by Lr. Cams, city physiing at the beginning of the year, and cian, and hospital uttemlunts.
October for the end of the fall term.
After making a hurried examinaThe boards meet at the office of the tion of Grldley'H Injuries, Dr. Cams
superintendent of schools, and discuss suld that although the patient was
methods and ways and means of bet- resting easy, he was In a serious
tering the standard of educational af- though not lecessurily fatal condifairs in the county. These meetings tion.
Three ribs were broken and
have been found very profitable In there was an Indication of Internal
.,
schools.
for
tho
lesults
vi
Injuries.
Grldley suffered a severe
f
m
7
hemorrhage, blood flowing from the
mouth Immediately after t lie uccident
The team and wagon which ran
HOW ALBUQUERQUE HEARD
over Griddley ure owned by W. ...
Trimble & Co., the Second street
liverymen, and was In charge of C.
RESULT OF THAW TRIAL Chaves,
a native. Tied to the rear
of the first wagon, which was u heavy
ilruy, was a light farm wugon, and
y
a
1 1 1 It was the latter vehicle thut caused
I )
a
GKV.
The Citizen does not like to a all the trouble. It broke loose from
F. HFMI'IIRKY.
Again Appointed tJunrtcrmnKtcr icn a boast but In this case It feels a the front wagon ut the railroad
a entitled to sing Its own praises a crossing, und It was while Chaves
cral of lr. S. Army, Although
a Just a little. On yesterday after- - a was fastening it to the front wugoii
Itoosrtclt Remembers His
Cussing.
a noon, this paper published the a again that the team ran away.
Tho driver suys that tilt: horses bea leading features of the report by a
in front of Santiago w hen Theodore ' a the Thaw jury more fully than a came frightened at u switch engine.
Roosevelt was colonel of the Rough a any other afternoon paier in a When they started west on Railroad
The
Riders and Humphrey was a colonel a New Mexico, not excepting the a avenue the accident occurred.
In charge of the quartermaster's dea afternoon papers of 101 Paso, a young man was crossing the track-partment.
Teddy returned a This it was enabled to do by a on his bicycle when the horses slattColonel
a means of a "special" arranged a ed to run, and he made a dash tor
the fire with Interest.
After Roosevelt became president a a for ut the last minute. In addl- - a their heads.
Several men also left
vacancy occurred In the ofllce of a ditiori. The Evening Citizen was a the sidewalk for the horses' heads,
quartermaster general and Humphrey a on the streets and in the hands a and It wus trying to avoid a col
was In line for it.
Roosevelt was a of many of its readers within i lision with one of these men that
disposed not to appoint him, but a half un hour ufter the first news a sent Grldley under the horses' hoofs
Humphrey's tine record made him a a of the disagreement of the Thaw a The siuce between the man and tie)
winner. The president has Just re- a jury was received in Albuquer- - a horses was too small for him lo get
a que. This paper will endeavor a through, and after being
appointed hiin.
bounced
Humphrey ha a splendid career as a to continue the best news serv- - a first on one side and then on
a soldier that rum back to the Civil a ice possible for the benefit of its a
his balance and went
he
lost
War. H wears u. medal of honor, a readers und the sales of The 4 down before the fiiglneiied animals.
bestowed for gallantry under Are. He a Kvenlng Citizen last night indl- - a The wagon tongue struck him in the
fought Indians for seventeen years on a cute that the public appreciates a Uck us he went d.w o. and the
a
the frontier and served in Cuba und a what has already been done.
the Philippines.
(Continued on Page live.)
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MUHItliMiiHl

Old Story of Charges Against
Him Revlved-Th- elr
Nature Not Known.
EXECUTIVE HAD LONG
TALK WITH GARFIELD
.Special to The F.veuing

Citizen.
Washington. O. C. April 13. Governor 11. J. liagciman, who reached
this city lust evening, was accompanied by Ijevl A. Hughes, a wool buyer
of Santa Fe, recently appointed territorial treasurer.
The governor and
Mr. Hiighe-called ut the white house
blight anil early today.
The president was too busy to see them, but
made an appointment ut 3:30 p. m..
w hem
It is understood
matters
of
considerable- Importance will be taken
up. While there is a report
that
charges of a grave nature haw been
made against the governor, there is
nothing elftiuitely known here
Ihem.
That tin- - gmerno:-camto Washiugion under instructions, th- e is Utile doubt.
The governor and Mr. Hughes ul.se
visited the department of the Interior, where Secretary Garfield and the
governor held a long conversation in
the privacy of thee se i retary's ofllce.
The subject of their conversation wit.i
Hot made public.
The Citigi-several eluys ago published a special from Santa Fe. stut-in- g
thut the governor hail left the
capital for Washington. There were
rumens of charges having been filed
ugalnst him at thut time, but he made-nstatement for publication, at least
As far as can be
concerning them
reliably learned this afternoon.
If
charges have
bleed against the
governor, they have not been mude
public either In Washington .ir in
New Slexico, and any reference aje lo
their nature can be nothing more
than mere- guesswork
-

I'ARMI CS Wil l, GIS AMI
SlUIti: Till III OWN' tlll'IIIN.
Huntington.
April 13. -- A
delegateel meeting of the Farmer'
union is In progress al Peace and
Harmony
today. The
meeting was called for the purpose
ee."
takuis' .ec'ion In regard lo the establishment of a cot'.on gin and wure-hou- "
for th.- - storing
farm products and to ':.i:s ' : ether Impoi
huKines.-.-

.

AtBUQUEilQDE

one dollar octagonal coin. Nearly all
i
of l he coinage, of the private mints
has been reciilned at the government
mints, and only a few pieces are now
to be found ouMdo of numismatists'
rMUkt Bally its' Wsskly J
Tfce Citizen Publishing Company collections.
Coins hail ben minted fur the federal government by a contractor be
.
nana-m Moa4 aiMa
fore the first Philadelphia, mint w
built. The llrst was a copper coin
bearing on one side thirteen circle,
linked together, a small circle In the
middle with the words "United States"
.
around it. and In the center the
words "We Are Due." Ono tho other
side was a dial with the hours marked, a meridian sun above with the
OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
word' 'fuglo'' on one side and the
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE dnte "17x7" on the other, and below."
the dial the words "Mind Your
Prior to this, In the year 1K73,
under the articles of confederation,
appeared
the coins with the bust
had
r Washington in military dress and
E the legend "Washington and Independence." This coin was not opposed by the general, but In 1792 the appearance of the words "Washington,
President." on the coins, with a
classical, undraped bust of the president himself, offended the modesty of
the great American, and he slopped it.
It would be Interesting, In view of
this fact, to know what his opinion
would be of the statue in the capltot
grounds at Washington which represents him halfway out of a Greek
classical costume.
The first North American coinage
of any sort was the "hogge money,"
from the
the Bermudas,
No Ruler's Face Appears on of
representation of a hog upon U
In what is
coinage
coins.
The
tlrst
the Metal Money of the
now the United States', wns struck In
Massachusetts in 1662. Mr. Hull, the
United States.
r,
kept the name date going for thirty years and as he received
one shilling out of every twenty he
made, he became exceedingly rich.
It was he who gave his daughter upFIRST FEDERAL BUILDING
on the occasion of her marriage to
Samuel Sewell her weight In New
upEngland shillings nicely
A MINT on the scales of a hugebalanced
steel yard.
ERECIEOJAS
Maryland had Issued a "plnetree"
shilling In 1650, but the die was prepared in Kngland nnd some of the
over here.
Money Per CaplU Is Greater In coins brought
Coins were Issued at one time or
by
all
the thirteen original
another
Our Country Than Any Where
WHOSE SRItlOI S IIKKAKIIOWX IS BLAMED
states as well as by Vermont and Jilts. MINOR MOKltIS,
ON IlKIt TREATMENT AT WIIITK HOUSK
Kentucky, the first two to be admitElse In the World.
blames the excitement to the handl-SpeclAr"
ted to the union. The Kentucky one-ceCorrespondence.
lng of Mrs. Morris hv two h i
piece has on one side a hand
Morris,
Minor
whose
i.wtmant iv.m Policemen.
holding a scroll inscribed "our Cause
(liy IVcdcric .1. Iliiskln.)
Mrs. Morris
is Just," and around it the legend. the white house in January, 1906,
to
the white
was
u
cause
Coins of most of tie nations bear Lnanlmity
- house demandingwentto see
HvaIv ,nnof
the
Strength
So
is the
of
presiupon them the face of their rulers. ciety." On the
Dr. Morris, dent. She insisted upon the
Is a tri- Ivirsy, Is seriously ill.
reverse
side
In the United States each coin has an angular pyramid of fifteen stars uni ner nusband, says she is suffering after she was told she couldremaining
not
see
emblem of liberty, representing
the
by rings, each star bearing the from a general breakdown and he hun, and had to be forcibly ejected.
American goddess in a sitting posture ted
state,
Kentucky being at
of a
or displaying her profile.
The first I Initial
apex, with the legend "E Pluribus
coins struck after the formation of the
Is interesting to note that
Lnum.
It
the federal union bore the face of on Kentucky's seal the sentiment
George Washington, father of his "Unanimity is the Strength of Socounty. General Washington disap- ciety,"
inscribed on Kentucky's
proved of the custom and it was drop-Ie- only coinas has
simplified into the
It has never been revived, and more direct: been
"United We Stand,
lrobably never will be. Portraits of
We Fall.",
prominent Americans appear upon
postage stamps . Internal
revenue
Money
to be coined ubout
stamps and paper money, but never it)" years began
before the Christian era,
on coins. And It has been the cus- but it was so
in the American
tom, considered a wlso one, to use colonies in thescarce
early days that toon bacco and coon skins
110 portraits of live men even
and even bulthe currency and the stamps. In lets were made currency
by solemn
England, as soon as King Kdward enactment of such legislatures
were
succeeded Queen Victoria, the queen's brought fact to face with theas probface gave way to that of Kdward on lem of providing a circulating mednil the coins and stamps in the Brit-Is- h ium.
At the time of the revolution
Umpire.
there was bewildering confusion of
money matters,
colony having a
The rise of a new ruler In most different coinageeach
a Salt River Valley Flocks Yield More SnowJThan Usual on
of Its own,
monarchies means an instant change different standard of valuo for and
coins
In the designs of the coins.
In the of other colonies and the nations of
More Than One Million
Mountains Weather
United States the law requires that Europe.
the design shall not bo changed often-- r
Pounds.
Bureau Letter.
years, that
than once in twenty-fiv- e
During the war the cheap contion each coin shall appear an em- nental
currency
gold
forced all the
blem of liberty, the year of its coinsilver into retirement. The Spanage, and the words, "E Pluribus and
The wool business Is over for this
Santa Fe, X. M ., April 13, litoT.
ish
was
one coin the value year,
dollar
the
so far as this valley is concerned,
Unum." After these requirements are of which was approximately
same
There was less than t he usual
the
fulfilled the president of the United in all the thirteen colonies. The con- and the figures have been finally se- amount
snow on the mountains
States may do as he pleases with the tinental congress printed paper money cured concerning the magnitude of until the of
storm of March
This
design. President Roosevelt has de- expresseil In the value of Spanish it, says the Phoenix Republican. The added largely
to the depth on the
cided to change the design on the miled silver dollars, and it was this clip shipped from the four shearing northern
western
and
At
mountains.
points
gold coins of the country, and a cele- coin that Morris and
valley totaled in weight the close
and 1.6,ri9.0ti5in the
of the month there was
pounds.
Averaging
brated artist has been commissioned Hamilton insisted shouldJefferson
clip
the
be
made
more
the
snow than Is usual at this time
17 cents a pound, its value would
to submit the new designs. The presunit of the new nation. The at
aggregate $282,041.05. Just what the In the vicnilty of the headwaters of
ent gold coin design was adopted in money
your
own
"mind
business"
and
coin
the
Pecos
river, but somewhat less
average is was not learned, but It is
IMS, and has remained unchanged
colonial and early federal coins known that
than usual elsewhere in the northern
ever since, except that in 1866 the other
some
of
the
wool
sold
are
quite
rare
greatly
by
and
valued
Owing to tho unusually
words "In God We Trust" were addconsiderable more than 17 cents, mountains.
There is room for nation- for
and some may have been sold for less. high temperatures prevailing during
ed to all but the one dollar piece, collectors.
gratification
al
in
knowledge
the
of
tho
winter,
and continuing through
which is no longer coined. As the the fact that there Is more money in It may be fairly stated, though, that
years circulation per capita
value of the clip would aggregate March, the snow remained but a short
last change whs made forty-on- e
in the United the
on
while
ago. the president has his way with States
the
eustern und southern
In
somewhere
vicinity
the
$300,000.
of
than In any country on the
The wool was mostly sold for ship- slopes of the mountains, consequently
the gold pieces.
face of the earth, however small be ment
Boston.
About 100,000 the outlook is poor for the spring
the portion
the whole In your pounds to
of It went to Albuquerque, water supply in the Canadian waterNo silver dollars have been coined pocket at thisofparticular
moment.
where
Is
a woolen mill plant, shed, and in the tributary streams of
there
for two years, but the design has not
and a little perhaps went to other the lower !Uo Urande and the lower
been changed since 1878, so that If
pure
The
Mo
News
cough
points. To transport the clip, elghty-tiv- e Pecos river.
their coinage is resumed the presi- laws would be needed, ifsru&
all cough
In the northern mountains, except
freight cars were required, or
dent may make a change If he so
cures
were
Shoop's
like
Cough
Dr.
two immense modern
day freight the Canadian watershed, the snow Is
The subsidiary silver coins, the
VV.
is
years.
Cure
and
has
trains,
Agent
20
been
for
and
S.
drifted
quarter
tJeneral
dollar,
compactly into the canyons,
the
half
dollar and the
of the Santa Fe. Is Just a lit- and will melt slowly, insuring a fair
dime, are now coined from a design The national law now requires that If
adopted in 1892. so that they must any poisons entet into a cough mix- tle bit elated over the fact that every water supply in the mountain streams
remain as they are quite the most ture, it must be printed on the label Pound of it was shipped over the San- for several months.
The following extracts give the
artistic and beautiful of American or package. For this reason mothers, ta Fe lines.
The shearing was done at four conditions in detail existing at th
coins at least until 1917. The nickel and others, should
having camps
in tho valley, namely, Feoria, close of March:
five cent piece of today dates Its de- Dr. Shoop's Cough Insist on poison-marCure. No
Heardsley, Cave Creek and Queen
sign from lbH2 and the one cent piece
Sun Juan Watershed.
on Dr. Shoop's labels and Creek. The first two named
are in
from 1X64.
Al'holes. Colo. It A
none in the medicine, else it must by the northwestern part of the val-.e1foilrii.n....
month closed with heavy rains.
the plant at Heardsley being pro- The
The emblem of liberty on the one law be on the label. And It's not only
I he
spring
outlook
for
water supply
cent coin Is the goddess in an Ameri- safe, but it Is said to be by those that nounced by wool buyers as perhaps
can Indian head dress, but the fact know it best, a truly remarkable the best equipped shearing plant in Is still fair.
Colo.
Chromo.
Nolan
Laurence
west,
the
perhaps
as
and
good
as
can
shows no characteristics of the North cough remedy. Take no chance, parfound anywhere. Many sheep are The snow is drifted into the eanvoiw
American aborigine.
it is the face ticularly with your children. Insist on be
very
coin pact.
Creek which is be- and is
of a little girl, Sarah Longacre Keen, having Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure, Com- sheared at Caverange
nurango, Colo. (leo. T. Kuymon.l
of hills to the
upon whose
head was plated the pare carefully the Dr. Shoop package yond the first
snow
U evenly distributed and
The
I'hoenix,
of
north
flocks
these
not
leathered ornament of a Sioux In- with others and see No poison marks
coming much nearer the city than compact.
dian. Her father was an engraver there.
You can always be on the safe Paradise valley. Quite u number of
Dulce
Kmmet Wirt The ground
and he took the idea and placed his
well soaked and the outlook for the
(laughter's head on the coin. Sarah side by demanding Dr. Shoop's Cough iheep were sheared at the Queen Is
w
year,
becamp
'reek
Is good.
station
this
supply
liter
111
Cure.
Simply refuse to accept any
the
Ijougacre Keen died
Philadelphia
ing midway between Mesa Cily and
osier W. Jenkins On the ranirw
not long ago, after having served thirty-- other. Sold by all druggists.
Florence, where the deserts afford the ground Is very wet.
five
years as the secretary of her
o
winter ranges for a time.
Fruitlatid -- William
Kvaus
city's branch of the Methodist WoTheie
i'ar Koad of up to dale furniture rood
There is no definite information is plenty of snow In the niomit:iii-due to arrive this week at Futrelle's.
men's Foreign Missionary society.
available concerning the exact nummil the prospects are excellent tor ber of sheep sheared In the valley, abundant wuter supply.
The first building ever erected ill
but It Is estimated that the fleeces
Itamah
Masiio
:iles
'rin.ri.
the United States for the public use ALBUQUERQUE MUST
will average ubout six pounds each In plenty of moisture ill the ground und
of the federal government under the
m
weight.
(he
secure
to
basis
that
i
goon
ue ouuook ior a
water supply-Iconstitution was the mint at Philatonnage of wool that has been .shipvery favorable.
delphia, ltobert Morris, the patriotic
BE
ped this year 276,!i61 sheep
must
.. p. Urink-l- tis
To hate hi
financier of the war for independence,
have been sheared, which in point of ing lani'lk and all of the arrovosthaw
was first to bring up the question of a
nr.
numbers would equal a good day's full.
national mint, and it was he who
though
Wall
even
work
street,
in
the
worked with Thomas Jefferson and
llio (.ranili' Watershed.
OK
ItMl.ltOAII TICkl'.TS Wall street fleeces are usually msny
Alexander Hamilton to induce the Sl.i:
.OOI
I..
ItXICOMICTK.It lltKK.HT
linns more aluable.
congress to adopt the decimal system
lara. Colo. J. P. Mi Kelu.y
lie snow is evenly distributed
iusinkss isTOO.iM'iti:
of money arithmetic. Iet every bookand
the canyons well packed.
keeper ami every business man and
;eo. llulh The snow
every other American rise up and
liiaina
T
"iSusiness Is certainly linlil at presdrifted solidly info the canyons and
biess these three men for that work. ent."
said Harry Fouts, ticket agent
there Is good prospects for an abundho wrote the reIt was Jefferson
passenger
Fe
the
Santa
station
port to congress urging the adoption Ihls morning,
ant water supply.
still
is
"but
heavier
it
Kl Itilo - P. Riipez - The
money
as
a
of the dollar
snow
unit instead than a ear ago. We attribute thai
Ol.OMliO IIAI.I.,
PKII. IT.
evenly distributed, but owing to the
of the Knglish pound sterling, and it to
Uie
increasing
population
of
the
was in hi.s mind that the .system of
liiiln covering in the mountains thThen the increasing number of Prof. Hi Muiirii and u Well, Selected
orn look Is not very favorable for u
"dimes and tents and mills' was city.
Phx-csnew concerns that are
OitJiestra
I'il'lccii
of
established
w a ter supply.
He
is
auhorn.
best known as the
helps greatly toward making It . log Mr. Itloiidin, t olloKt, und Mrs. a Kl Viiiln
Hurns-liigg- s
thor of the declaration of Independ- here
Lumber Co.
Is
possible
IVesl
.Ciller,
the
This
Phinlnl
census
for
the
next
rate
to
ence, which freed this country from Albuquerque
- There remains ubout eight
inches of
In
New
Orciietrn
Mexico.
211.0110
us
a
city."
Bngllsh political rule, but he ought
compact
snow
in
the
mountains.
All
passenger,
freight
business
be
arroyos have a good supply of water.
aiso to
remembered as the author
and out of Albuquerque is also on
Program.
of the declaration of independence in
lialllna liaviini Chavez A cold
boom, according to the different I. Si
which freed the American people tini'ii. ol" from opera Coiuius a and blustery winter, and the present
iriin su outlook for water is not good.
from the confounding and maddening t inpiov. s at tile freight depot.
Variation, "i ' irntval of Venice"
system of reckoning in pounds, shillTies Piedras Kiiiina I.. Seward--Th- e
Violin
Prof. liiM.iuro
ing and pence.
siioh n badly drifted and coin
.;.
Selection from Travlala. Piano
pad
The first mint was provided for In a
Four Hand
Ti uclia- - Santiago
Martinez We
11 II which President Washington signFrances and Clarence llolhe.
have good prospects for an abundant
I
ed on April 2. 17!2. and it was erectoverture. "Poet and Peasant..
water
spring.
supply
this
I have found tried nnd tflstwl euro for Rhiu.
ed In Philadelphia In that year on
orchestra
ojo Calienle Antonio Joseph The
Seventh street, near Arch, on the site itim! Nots rvin.dy tlmt will uruiKliten the
Solo lor Harp
Mrs. lieWolf snow has
drifted Into the canyons and
lanhi oi chrome 4Tiipie!i, nor lum Immij
Solo,
of an old distillery. it was used as ci!tionsi
Accompan
Violin
Piano
very compact; it is melting slowly.
hark
is
i
to
gn.
stowiIu
Tlmt
Hli kill
iii.oibl.
a mint for forty years. In the early Jtut I can now biiroly
"Melody from Hub) n- Ilia vauii aau iiauga oi
a
Quest
P.
Sonic
Th.
days of the republic many branch tlii dvploruMt iist.fi!,,
siein"
Is very favorable for an abunla ormaii wnh a Cliomist In tha City of Mi
minis were set up, most of which have
Herili.i I .oi lis und Miss llerthi oiulook
dant water supply until Julv.
I found th
la,i ingredient wltU
been abandoned. Although the slates parmsLadt
Wardwell.
Dr. Shoop'
Ilobart W. 11. Hough-T- he
Knnly wai mad T. S'iei-iiosno.v
were prohibited from coining money, Vliich
from Maiilia. Violin
perfected, di'peiidnljln tuvurriplioii.
is well drifted and compact, and has
Witliuut
.
private individuals were permitted to tat last ingredient, I nirvs-,fulland
Piano
mauy.
trnsfed
frequent
had
on
higher
additions
the
coin gold and silver. The coins hey fcuuiy cane of Klicuinutlsiu; buinow, at la(. i utiL
Kdlth and lt.iv l.oebs
levels.
i
v.
issued, however, had to be assayed b luruiljr cuiw all curaUa
nl
Selection, "l.inii di l.a Mar- Hland
c. Creager- - plenty ,.f
Biuclidrvad. il diseasH. TIum land !ik granular
the federal mint authorities.
iimmi."
orchestra snow
wasu-afound inltlieumutn- blood. MwiatoiiiiMlve
on the north sides of the mount.
Sol
Kills
Mr.
Trombone
nil pass away under tin: action oi tint retondy a
tains and in the timber.
Ill (leorgia and North Carolina, nsjljr
aa
to puru watur. I". Romance "Kl Trov.itoro" Piano
atitar when adl-Santa i
where the gold mines were of great Aud thim.dom
I'. S. Weather Hureuu
Miss Rachcchi
when ditaolved. the poiymou walua
There is deep snow at altitudes abo?
importance before the California dis- Ireely pat troin th iylnm, and thu causa ol II. Selection from Rigalelto IMano
gona
forever. Ttient it now no
coveries of HI", private minis were KbeuuiaUsin
Hadaracco S,000 feet.
ued no actual exeuiM to mnVr longer with-u- t 1.'. Selection from "KlMiss
established on a large scale, und one tual bsltv.
Thoreuu Wm.
Horabln The
Truvatoro"
W
tell, aud iu ooulideiiia recoouueud
In North Carolina coined several milsnow is drifted und pucked on tho
Violin and Piano
lion dollars of gold, although there
Miss lleiiha
Wardwell and I : lit i I north side of thu mountains, and the
( 'oulodon.
was a United States mint at Charlotte,
ground is wet, with plenty of watei
eighty miles away. In l.ri1 there
running in the arroyos.
13. overture from Zampu
were twenty-seve- n
different kinds of
lutil Fr.d Baldwin There Is no
orchestra snow
gold coins issued from thirteen priin this vicinity .and the ground
Concert,
lwnce.
After
vate mints. At that time the CaliTickets on sale at Malson's, begin- is very dry.
fornia mints wure exceedingly busy,
ning Monday morning, and ut ColomOrgun J. S. Martin- - No snow lier
'ALL DRUGGISTS'
one of the curious poducts being a
bo hall niKht of the 17th.
since last November.- -
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Toilet Accessories
llutli llruslirs.
Soaps.
nll
Itruslics, .Manicure
Scissors,
Corn Flusters,
Corn I 'Ho,
SliamMK Creams, Hair Tonics,
Talcum Powders, Toilet Water

Husl-ness-

FORGOTTEN

I

l:tc,

CONCERNING

VAC

Let us Supply You

o

COINS

The HIGHLAND
PHARMACY

mint-maste-

Occidental IJfo Building, Cor.
Ilnilroiul Ave. and Broadway.

mmmmm
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WOOL

d.

"Mrs.

-

CUP

.

,

OF FARMERS
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MAY

SOUTHERN

EXPECT PLENTY

ARIZONA

OF WAFER

27-2- 8.
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Cn nnd Ian Watershed.
Black Lake (lulllermo Martinez
There is no snow except in the canyons of the highest mountains.
KUzabethtown J. F. Carrington
The snow in the canyons Is compact,
but not deep, and without early rains
the water supply will be scarce.
Hall's Peak F. K. Franklin We
have had no good snow or rain during the past month.
Roclada J. A. Rudolph March
winds have rapidly diminished the
snow in the mountains.
While all
streams are jiow running full, still
there will be a scarcity of spring
water unless good rains come.
Pcco und Southeast.
(Ilorleta. Walter M. Tuber There
is no snow except on the north sides
of the higher mountains.
There has
been very little moisture during the
month.
Mineral Hill Ollie Shearer There
Is no snow except in shaded places
and on the north side of the mountains.
las Vegas Dr. Wm. C. Hailey In
the higher mountains of the neighborhood the snow is Well drifted, and is
from one to six feet deep, but there
Is no snow on the lower levels.
The
valleys and mesas arc dry, and the
streams low.
Fort Stanton J. K. Herman
There seems to be considerable snow-othe White mountains, twenty miles
west.
Capltan H. A. Scott There is
only a small amount of snow left In
(lie mountain canyons,
about the

same as last year.
Hlo Bonlto F. W. Forwerk
There
is a good deal of snow on the White
mountains that will furnish a good
water supply for several months.
Cloudcroft J. I. Hailey There Is
only a trace of snow here.
That
which fell during the past week melted rapidly.
NOTICE OF SPECIAL ELECTION.
By Authority or tho City Council of
tho City of Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that an election will be held in the city of Albuquerque, Xew Mexico, on Saturday,
May 4, 1907, between the hours of
9 o'clock a. m. nnd 6 o'clock p. m.,
of said day, at the following voting
places:
First Ward City Hall.
Second
Ward Office of Chas.
Chadwick & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward Office of 13. H. Dunbar, corner of Third street and Uold
avenue.
Fourth Ward At office of George
It. Craig, justice of the
South
Third street.
At which said election the question
of authorizing the issuance of Thirty
Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, Xew
Mexico, to erect and build a. city
building, will be submitted to tho
qualified voters of said city, who are
the owners of real or personnl property, subject to taxation, within the
said City of Albuquerque, New Mex
ico.

In witness whereof

I

have hereunto

set my hand and caused to be affixed
the seal of the City of Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

FRANK McKEE.
Mayor.

Attest:
HARRY F. LEE.
City Clerk.
tSKAL.)
First publication April

Af-farl- s,

1907.

To Chicken retrters.
Mansard's Mills are selling good
wheat at J1.40 per 100 lbs.

s
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Im-lud-

I
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Pianos,
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other C
also on SALARIES AND
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low
and as high as $200. Loa
quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to one yeai
po
Goods remain In your
Our rates are reasonable. C
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAfr
Steamship tickets to and t
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant 1
316 West Railroad At
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

MONEY

TO

L

We have about $3,000 to
suing 04 $1,00 or less on real ertata
seem itj j ft per cent.
ua.

POR TERFIELD CO.
216 Went Gold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

We Want
MACHINIST
CARPENTERS,

weil-lurnis-

LAR-RAHK-

3,

t,

MONEY to LC

,

;

si;,

1.1.

TERSONAL PROPERTY

WANTED.
Wo ma n at

60j Roma
avenue.
WANTKl tlirl for general house
work. Apply to W. J. Johnson, 820
West TiJrras road.
WANTED To buy a three or four
room house. Cheap for cash. No
Buyer This office.
commission.
WANTKl)
Muu and wife on ranch
close to Kl Paso. Address F. A.
Johnson. 924 Magottln avenue, El
Paso, Texas.
WANTED
More wont tor a first
class hand laundry. Lace curtains a
specialty. Satisfaction guaranteed.
408 West Tljerns nvenue. (Colored.)
WANTED Indies wanting stylish
millinery and dressmaking, call on
Second
Miss Crane, 612 North
ptreet. Prices low.
Also apprentices wanted.
'Phone 944.
WANTED
Position by male stenographer and bookkeeper. Age 27.
Experienced. Good recommenda
tions and references. Address box
12.
Albuquerque.
WANTED
second
Gentleman's
hand clothing. No. 615 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweoney,
proprietor.
SALESMEN WANTED.
WANTED Large wholesale house,
paying Its salesmen 1 1,500 per year
und expenses, to sell staple line to
general trade, desires two more
men to commence work at once, If
possible.
Address Sawyer, Leslie
& Co., Detroit. Mich.
Capable salesman to
WANTED
cover New Mexico with staple line;
high commissions, with 1100.00
monthly advance; permanent position to right man.
Jess. H. Smith
Co Detroit, Mich.
FOR KE?TT.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms and
tents. 413 South Broadway.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room;
electric light and bath. 419 Marquette avenue.
FOR KENT Pleasant,
ed rooms, near business center;
rates reasonable.
Corner sixth
and Railroad. Apply at rear.
FOR RENT Two all new housekeeping rooms, well furnished. Including electric lights, water and bath;
south and east front $14.00. 619
West Railroad avenue.
K. P. Golden.
FOR RENT Light, airy,
rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All rooms opening on the outside.
Price, $1 per
week and up.
Minneapolis House,
524 South Second.
A. T. Devorc,
Proprietor.
t'OK SALE.
FOR SALE A "good big "cow, will' be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
FOR SALE Party will sacrifice typewriter, good as new.
Address
Typewriter, care Citizen office.
FOR SALE Roll lop oak desk, almost new. Inquire Tony Michelbah,
old town.
FOR SALE Thoroughbred
Jersey
"bull, coming four.. Address or Inquire of J. C. Bemenderfer, 6 miles
south of Albuquerque.
FOR SALE Underwood typewriter,
good as new, cheap; new International Encyclopaedia, new, cheap,
W. K. Milllken. Library building.
FOR
SALE The Claude Girard"
property on Mountain road, first
house wert of acequia, near Sixteenth street. Inquire on premises
or at 300 North Proadwar.
FOR SALE At the "Variety" The
very best of home-bake- d
bread,
pies,
enkes, doughnuts,
baked
beans, soup, candy, etc.; all homemade.
Also staple groceries, dry
goods and notions. 506 South Arno.
Phone 710.
PROPOSALS FOR TWO ADOBE
RUILDINGS. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C, March 19, 1907.
SEALED PROPOSALS, plainly marked on the outside of the envelope,
"Proposals for Day School Buildings,
Santa Fe, New Mexico," and addressed to tho Commissioner of Indian
Washington, D. C, will be received at the Indian Oftiee until two
o'clock p. m. of April 18, 1907, for
furnishing and delivering the necessary materials and labor required to
construct and complete a day school
building and employes' quarters both
of adobe at the San Ildefonso day
school. New Mexico, in strict accordance with plans, specifications and
instructions to bidders which may be
examined at this otllce, the oflloes of
"The Citizen," Albuquerque, N. M.,
and the "Xew Mexican," Santa Fe,
N. M.; the Builders' and Traders' Ex
changes at Omaha, Neb., St. Paul,
Minn., and Minneapolis, Minn.; Northwestern Manufacturers' Association,
St. Paul, Minn.; the U. S. Indian
Warehouses at Chicago, 111., St. Louis,
Mo., Omaha, Neb., and Xew York, N.
Y.; and with Clinton
J. Crandall,
Supt., Indian School, Santa Fe, N. M.,
to whom application should be made
for further Information. C. F.
Acting Commissioner.
o
Our KOL'GIl DRY work don's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.
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CLASSIFIED AD VER'l ISEMEN1

WOMAN EJECTED FROM WHITE
HOUSE IN SERIOUS CONDITION

THE EVENING CITIZER
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COOKS.

STONE MASONS.
IRON M OLDER,
HOUSE GIRLS,
We furnish clerical help a
Hpoclnlljr, frco to tho employer
Ilookkecpers,
Stenographers,
Typewriters, Clerks, etc.
SOUTHWESTERN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY,
Phone. 807. No. 110 S. Sec St.
1

5

LAWYERS.

Ira

M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, S2 F.St..
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrights.
caveat,
letter patents, trade marks, claim.
It. V. I. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquerque, N. M. Office.
First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobaon.
ATTORNEY
AT
LAW.
Office.
romweti block. Albuquerque. N. M.
S.

DR. J. K. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
. i..,,.. .
9
2- nnit ...
over O'Rlellv'a in.. umiicii uuiiaiDi.
no. .44. Appointments made by mall.
Ixlniund J. Alger, D. . S.
No. 308 Railroad avenue.
Offic
hours, 9 a. m.. to 12:30 p. m.: 1:3
P. m. to 6 r. m.
Ttnth nhmo.
polntments made by mall.
Roomft

,,

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Occidental Life Building.
e
886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. It I.. 1IITKT
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bid.
Tuberculosis
treated with High
Frequency Elect
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance.
Both phone.
IRS. HROXSOV & HROXSON.
Homeopaths.
Over Van's rtnur wiA.n tiv.,.....
mm I'esioence, 6
l)lt. .f' V U'tiivi'n ; ?
When your .mi in;. la nr -- i,.i.
need a good veterinary surpeon. Call
"P the old reliable. Phone No. 54 2.
;
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo.. Red lis
Tele-phon-

6-- 8,

'

A.

itnnnrnc

Commercial Club building.
Blac
or White hearse, IS.
ARCHITECTS
F. W. SDeneer. ttnnm. it.i? nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Both phones.
NOTARY rUMJC.
TllO. K. T. Mn.ldlosin
Office with W. B. Chllders.
117
West Gold avenue.
I1AIK DRESSER
AAI ClilKtjpij.
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlor:.. No.
209 West Railroad avenue,
prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
tion of complexion cream builds u.i
the skin and improves the completion,, and In guaranteed not to be Injurious, .she also prepares a hair
tonic that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; re?tor- life to dead hair; removes mole,
warts and superfluous hair. Also
face powder, a freckle cure a:.d pi,,.-pi- e
cure and idle cure. All of the:
preparations
are puiely vegetable
'"'
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Dr. Shoop's

Rheumatic Remedy

,1

For co:l cooking, less work and least

use a

fuel-expen- se

NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stov- e

lions an, aids nam.c
a healthy condition,
have testified to its
ex. . Her,',-- .
s.vst. iii to

the iile.il stove fur summer.
Docs everything that any other
kind of stove will do. Any deoree of heat instantly. MaJc in
three sties and fully warranted.
At your dealer's, or write our
PI
nearest uj.'.eiiiy for descriptive ctriiiLr.

r

The

JZc&o Lamp

!LM

use. Made of brass
throughout and bramif nil y nickeled.
Perfectly
absolutely wfe; unexcelled in
ower; un ornament toany room. livery lairp wai ranted.
If not at your dealer's, wrile t our iicanst syeuty.
COiVTI MENTAL OIL COMPANY
light-Hivin-

Incorporated

K,,r s;,

i,v

Thou-up.'i-i-

tStl

Reduced

R, R.

Rates

To all points Railroad Tickets
bought and sold. Moore's Ticket
Ollloc. 113 West Railroad avenue.
Only member of American Ticket .Hrokers' Association In Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence
solicited.
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turk

of the kind indicated.
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IN PUBLIC EYE

and Taff Mmthrc.
The news from Cincinnati slating
that Hamilton county can be relied
upon to take the Taft end of the fight
between the secretary of war and
In
Senator Foraker Is Interpreted
Washington as signifying that in spit?
blow delivered ti
of the knock-ou- t

OR MEN MUCH

OM E PROVIDER

Wo Operation1

IS ROLE OF

Mrs. Mahnda Akers, of Basham. Va writes:
had what doctors call 'prolapse,' and couldn't
stand straight. I had pain in my back and
shoulders, and was very irregular and profuse.
Doctors said an operation was needed, but I
couldn't bear the thought of the knife. After taking three bottles of Wine of Cardui, I could walk
around. Can now do my housework and am in
splendid health."
Cardui is a pure, vegetable, medicinal essence,
especially adapted to cure women's diseases. It
relieves excessive periodical pains, regulates
irregularities, ana is a
safe, pleasant and reFREX ADVICE
Write u a letter dncriMac all
liable remedy for all
symptoms, and we will send you
rour
In plain atatod envelope.
sick women. In sucAJdrrts: Ladies' Advisory Department,
TheChattanousa Medklna Co., Chattacessful use for over 70
nooga. Tenn.
years. Try it.

the Cox machine by Judge Taft In tlp
Ohio campaign two years ago, the old
boss forces In Cincinnati are being

lined up for the secretary. For years
brother, Charles P.
the secretary
Taft, fought the Cox crowd violently
through his newspaper, but latterly
the editor and the boss have been on
good terms and have worked har
monlously together in state and local
politics.
Although Boss Cox announced his retirement from politics
after the crushing defeat of his ma
chine In 190S. It is known that he
still has control through loyal lieutenants of the organization of which
for a generation he was the master,
and which, under present auspices. Is
more powerful than ever In Cincinnati affulrs. It Is said the machine
now has ramifications all through the
state, so that the situation In Hamil
ton county may have an important
bearing upon the contest
between
Senator Foraker and the war secretary Washington Herald.

TALKED OF
High Estimate Put Upon Secretary Cortelyou as Able

Financier.
SIDNEY WEBSTER,

THE

OF HARR1MAN

FRIEND

Old Cox Machine In Ohio Said to
Does coffee disagree with you?
Probably it does! Then try Dr.
be For Tafi Now as
"
Shoop's Health Coffee. "Health
Against Foraker.
is a clever combination of parched cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
Cof-fe-

Nl
tnat the financial Hurry In
New York has subsided the friends of
secretary
tru
of the treasury aie

greatly pleased with the record which
lir has establaihed for meeting such
mi emergency as confronted him at
ih.' outset of his administration.
Suu-the dayB of Alexander Hamilton, the first secretary of the treasury, it is doubtful, they say, whether
tnero ha been a cabinet officer In
harre of this portfolio who has a
brttcr or a more thorough knowledge
of the finances of this country than
ieorge Bruce Cortelyou. New York
lias never had a more capable representative at the council table of the
president. It is only natural that Mr.
Cortelyou should be well grounded In
.il? that pertains to financial operations. His grandfather, Peter Crollus
Cortelyou, in addition to a partnership with George Bruce in the type
foundry business in New York City,
was a director in several banks. He
took a pleasure in Instilling ideas pertaining to finance in the receptive
mind of his grandson, who is now
at the head of the United States treasury.
From boyhood Secretary Cortelyou
evinced an aptitude for financial problems which he invariably solved suc- itssfully, and today no one in this
country knows the New York and
Washington financial condition and
environment better than himself. It
was this knowledge which enabled
him to meet the recent crisis which
made his first month in the treasury
department one of the most strenu
ous of his busy career. It was fortunate for the country that Mr. Cortelyou was so thoroughly informed on
national and local conditions, for he
was thereby enabled to bring com
mon sense and financial training to
confront a threatening situation.
Rv.'rybody and every Interest be
lieved and felt that it was a safe, sure
man at the helm, and results Justified
ihelr expectations. It was the training in early life received from his
grandfather
conservative, practical
which enabled him in such an ordeal
as he has Just passed through to steer
clear of the shoals of adversity ana
panic.
To his qualification as a diplomat
and organizer must now be added that
of a practical, successful financier.
He is Justly proud of his New York
connections and training, and is never
better pleased than when he Is re
minded that the foundation of his
career in public life was laid in the
public schools of the city where he
passed his boyhood days.
Wa

I'Utoc's

real coffee, remember. In Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee, yet its flavor and taste
matches closely old Java and Mocha
"offee.
If your stomach, heart, or
k'dneys can't stand coffee drinking,
tty Health Coffee. It Is wholesome,
nourishing ond satisfying.
It's nice
even for the youngest child. Sold by
C. X. Brins:ham.

SmTilDED

BIG

COPPER CO.
Porterfleld Says That
It Is the Biggest Ever Made
in the District.

W. M.

Silver City. X. M.. April 13. M. V.
Porterfleld, of this city, spent part of
the week in the Burro mountains
looking after his copper property
there, which he is developing.
Mr.
Porterfleld soys that the strike In
property
the
of the Burro Mountain
Copper company Is even bigger tha.i
was at first reported.
The ore body
has now been crosscut to a width
of 235 feet and no wall Is yet in
sight.
How much wider the ore
body Is, is now merely a matter of
conjecture and it may go 300 feet or
e
over.
The ore is a
con
per sulphide. This ore body is simply
enormous and as stated some time
ago, it is undoubtedly
the richest
copper strike ever made In New Mex
Ico, and it is to be doubted if an ore
body of greater dimensions has ever
been uncovered in the west.
This
strike insures the permanency of the
Burro mountain mining district and
places it in the Warren
district
class.
high-grad-

LIKE AN AMERICAN
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Har-rima-
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Ilciiicnuay Dcvlincri.
story conies from Indiana that is
characteristic
of that state's
.junior senator, the Hon. James Alex
ander Hemeiiway, than whom there
is no more modest and ditlident
Among
statesman in the country.
liis admirers is a large manufacturer
of cigars at Indianapolis, who thought
to compliment the senator by getting
out a new brand of cigars and naming it the "Jim Hemenway."
The.
manufacturer informed the senator by
of
letter
the delicate compliment In
store and asked him to send on his
latest photograph, which he desired
to have lithographed and placed upon
the lui of each box. At this request
the Hoosier statesman bulked.
assured that the new brand of
cigars would be excellent, he could
.see why his name and counterin
feit presentment should be converted
lo the base uses of commerce.
It
is not known that he put the matter
just in this way to his admirer, but
is is known that up to date the cigar
man has not received the photograph
requested, and moreover that he has
received a gentle intimation that the
senator is not particularly anxious to
Hive thrust upon himself new honors
A
Mtiitc:
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a botile the
following and t;ike one
after each meal and
at bedtime. f.: Fluid Extract
1 landelion.
one-haounce;
Compound Kargon. one ounce;
Compound Sxrup Sarupurilla.
Hire- ounces.
T'it se Ingredients are harm-I- t
sand can be obtained fruli:
any good pharmacy here at
nominal cost.
This mixture is said to be a
splendid Siirlng Tonic and
ItliMi'l Cleanser, because of its
Kfntle, though prompt, action
in forcing the kidneys to filter
and strain from the blood and
cas--t out in the urine all acids,
waste
and
which cause pimples, boils and
eruptions ami which often ruin
u g'Kid complexion.
Now U the time to take it
well
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Soon Open For Settle
ment First Lands Reclaimed
by Irrigation.

Will

Are you seeking a home of your

own

?

I'nele Sam Is concerned seriously
with the growing disposition of many
of his best citizens to cross our
northern borders and take
new-home-

on the broad prairies of West-

ern Canada. This summer he proposes to Invite the American home-seekto Inspect some very choice
lands in the I'nlted States which the
government has been making ready
for the settler.
Several million dollars have been
expended in constructing
masonry
dams across great rivers, and In excavating hundreds of miles of canals
to carry water to thousands of farms.
Broad ureas have been laid out In
eighty-acr- e
farms and on a date to
be set soon the government will declare these farms open to entry to
bona fide citizens.
It is probable that the opening will
be by a lottery In order to avoid the
rush, and every effort will be made
to eliminate the speculator, so that
mny have a
the real home-seekchance. Three big projects are about
ready for settlement. The first of
these three, and the most important,
is called the Huntley project.
It Is located about twelve miles
east of Billings, Montana, and is
crossed by two great railway systems,
the Northern Pacific and the Burlington, thus affording unusual facilities
for transporting crops. The project
contains about 30,000 acres of as
choice land as can be found anywhere
In the Northwest.
These lands have
a gentle slope to the Yellestoue River, which Is a magnificent stream,
and the elevation of the country Is
about 3,000 feet above sea level. The
government has built a highway par
allel to the railroad, affording a direct line of travel up and down .the
valley. At short distances along the
railways the government has laid out
town sites, and these are so located
that no farm is more than two and a
half miles from a shipping point. As
the farms are small, 40 and 80 acres,
a compact rural comunlty Is assured,
making possible graded schools, and
churches, and eliminating the isolation and loneliness of the Individual
ranch.
The soil of the region Is of excep
tional fertility, and when watered
produces beautiful crops. The rainfall varies from nine to fifteen Inches
annually, and Is inadequate without
Irrigation for the growing of farm
products. The climate and soil are
adapted to the growing of all of the
crops of the North Temperate Zone
As there is a large range country sur
rounding this section, livestock rais
ing is a predominant industry, and
furnishes a first class market for al
falfa and hay. At Billings a sugar
beet factory Is now In operation, and
farmers are Increasing their acreage
in this crop, as it Is very profitable,
This factory Is only twelve miles from
these farms and Is reached by two
railway.
of
lines
Apples and
small fruits are being raised successfully, as well as sweet corn, tomatoes.
and melons. The dairying industry is
growing rapidly and cannot keep
pace with the demand.
When these lands are open to set
tlement there will be many oppor
tunities for merchants, professional
men, and skilled and unskilled labor
ers
The Huntley lands are part of the
Crow Indian resesrvation, which was
ced-- d
to the government.
Settlers
will be asked to pay $4 per acre for
their farms, the first xiyment of il
per acre falling due upon making the
tiling, and the balance in four equal
annual installments.
The government, In addition to this, will charge
the settler for the cost of building the
Irrigation works about I.2N0 per acre
for ten years, after which the irri
gation system will be turned over to
the farmers. The cost of operation
and maintenance will be paid annual
ly, In addition to the charge
for
building the works. The first pay
SO will become due as
ment of
soon as filing is made by the successful drawer of a
Irrigated!
farm.
lands In this section have a value of
$21")
per
acre, according to the
$75 to
state of cultivation and the character of crops grown. Alfalfa, the chief
crop, produces about five tons to the
acre and at present Is worth $5 per
ton In the stack. Sugar beets yield
from $50 to $75 per acre net, if properly cared for.
Another large area of land to be
opened is In Northern Wyoming, in
the valley of the Shoshone river, on
the line of the Chicago, Burlington
arid Quincy. About 3n,000 acres will
be subdivided and ready for filing In
time for settlers to establish their
homes and get their land ready for
crops In the spring. of 190X.
Plans Hre already on foot to establish a beet-sugfactory in the valley, and special Inducements will be
offered farmers to put in a large
acreage in this crop.
A small unit of this project compromising about 17,4100 acres, mostly
In the
Fort Shaw military reservation, will be opened to settlers this
summer. The area Is tributary to;
the city of (Sreat Falls, one of the
In
most progressive
communities
Montana. In soil, crop and climate
the region is attractive, and there is
certain to be a rush of homeseekers
as soon as the secretary announces
g
the date of opening. Dairying,
and cultivation of sugar beets
and the growing of a wide variety
of cereals und vegetables will occupy
the energy of the farmer. The markets are particularly good as Great
Falls is a thriving manufacturing
city. The government
Is
hopeful
that all of the farms will be taken up
by high-clas- s
American agricultur-
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Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Face
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work
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At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles.
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Sidney Webster, the recipient of 12
11.
letter
Harrlman's
publication of which last week created
Miich a hullabaloo, was the private
secretary
of President
Franklin
Mr.
fierce 'way back In the 'SO's.
Webster had studied law under the
great New Hampshire democrat, and
when Gen. Pierce was called to the
presidency he brought the young lawyer along to Washington us his pri
vate secretary.
Stuyvesant
Fish's
father,
Fish, afterwarJ
Hamilton
tjrant's sercetary of state, was then a
senator from New York, and a few
years after, when Mr. Webster had
opened a law ollice in New York,
where he has ever since resided, hi:
married
Hamilton
Fish's eldesl
laughter.
Curiously enough, he was
the mentor for both his brother-ln-l;iStuyvesant Fish, and K. H.
and was directly instrumental
making
them members of the
in
hoard of directors of the Illinois Central railroad, from the presidency of
which Mr. Harriman recently ousted
Although still a station
Mr. Fish.
democrat of the old school, Mr.
Webster has taken no uctive part In
politics for many years.
He is descended directly from the stock that
the great Daniel.

i

UNCLE SAM

Our Prices

The follow ing Is. a letter from a
French woman of Paris, addressed to
a Trinidad paper, asking the editor to
find her a husband:
"Paris, March 29, 1907.
"Mr. Editor:
" lam a young girl well raised.
"I know that In your country a
good woman, who unites herself with
a man, equally good, can manage to
have something for their old age, to
live a family and home and love her
husband and raise her family In the
path of righteousness, as I have been
raised by my father, who was an officer In the navy. I pray you to be
kind enough to print in your valuable
paper the following advertisement:
"'Young lady, 21 years old, would
be happy to marry In the United
States.
Write Madamolselle Charlotte, B 23. Kue Llttre, Paris.'
"Please let me know how much I
owe you and by return mail I will
send you the price asked for your
trouble.
"I believe, Mr. Kdltor. that you will
be kind enough to grant my request,
because this comes from a sincere
and grateful heart, who will always
remember that you will have saved
her from that
where one
finds misery or shame only in which 1
will not fall.
"Your very humble and grateful
servant. Hoping you will pardon her
and not give my full name publicity."
hell-Par-

THE

EL PASO

is

FAIR

DIRECTORS ELECTED
i:i Pas.i, April 13. The following
have been elected us a board of directors for the approaching fair:
J. M. Wyatt. W. J.
Morris, A.
Si h wart J!. C. W. Kellogg. K. B. Welch
C. H. Newman, H. Sllberberg. ("has.
liedron. W. H. Austin, C. N. Hassett,
A. Mathias. A. Courchesne, F. Mar-tiueJ. J. Mundy, li. P. Xoake, J.
11. Nations, It. II. Stevens and W. II.
(lalbraith.

st.

THE INDEPENDENTS

WIN AT GALLUP
According to advices from (iallup,
the special election held there this
week resulted In a victory for the
citizens' independent ticket.
tieorge Kraker. J. W. Bains. F. '.'.
Swartz, J. M. Carman and J. M. J
were elected as members of
the board of town trustees.
J S.
Bowie was the successful candidal-f- or
town treasurer, and P. Johnson.
!. Shaefer and J. Hodgson will constitute the board of education.
The newly elected town officials
will hold office until the next regular
election.
lloing BuslnesM Again.
"When my friends thought I was
about to take leave of this world, on
account of Indigestion, nervousness
and general debility," writes A. A.
t'hisholm, Treadwell. N. Y., and when
w looked as if there
wad no hope
left. I was persuaded to try Electric
Bitters, and I rejoice to say that they
are curing ine. I am now doing business again us of old, and am still
gaining dally." Seat tonic medicine
on earth.
Uuaranteed by all druggists.

(,0c.

CAME

OUT

IN

BEEN A CRUEL

FLOCKS
St. Louis Alan Started the Arizona Miner Probably Slain
Ball Rolling-Ma- ny
New
by Unknown Men.
Shapes Seen.
Two Under Arrest.
1 1
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He got off a Santa Fe passen- ger train today a (raveling man
from St. Louis Every one looked
at him curiously. The man did
not appear to resent the curious
glance in his direction, but
walked slowly toward the Alvar- ado.
"What's the matter with that
man?" someone asked. The per- son addressed eyed the drummer
again, then answered:
"Why he's got on a bran new
straw hat the latest thing."
"That's right knew It was
something spring's here ain't
it. Guess I'll get out mine."
Evidently he did. The rush
in spring hats was on today and
a dozen or more, bright new
straws of several patterns, were
in evidence on the streets. "I
sold four In one hour," said one
salesman.
Several others were
looking at styles, one man want- ed a Panama."

The Baldwin Refrigerators at
Nothing better made.
isfaction guaranteed.
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i n all of the projects
the settlers
enjoy advantage of transportation, markets and social conditions
quite unknown to the old pioneers
who first came Into the country.
It Is believed that these advantages
assure the success and prosperity of
the settlers and indicate a remark-

able growth in this
next few years.

region in the

"Pneumonia's Deadly Work
had so seriously affected my right
lung," writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, of
liural Route 1, Georgetown. Tenn.,
"that I coughed continuously night
and day and the nelghohrs' prediction consumption
semed inevitable,
until my husband brought home a
bottle of lir. King's New Discovery,
which In my case proved to be the
only real cough cure and restorer of
weak, sore lungs." When all other
remedies utterly fall, you may still
win in the battle against lung and
throat troubles with New Discovery,
by all
the real cure. Guaranteed
druggist i. IQc and II 00. Trial bottle free.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

The mystery surrounding the death of Geo.
Welch .the Pinto creek miner who
was thought to have been accidental,
ly killed, is deeper than ever. Sheriff Thompson returned from the Pinto
country after an attempt to secure
evidence which would either clear or
convict Clinton Rapier and Albert
carkeet, who are In jail on suspicion
of having some connection with the
murder. He reported that his quest
was a failure In some respects, but
that he had secured some clews
which, could they be followed up,
might result In establishing the ac
tual racts or the killing.
There is hardly a doubt that Welch
was killed by the hand of another, as
every circumstance points to that con
elusion, but whether he was killed
with homicidal Intent or accidentally.
remains to be established.
Sheriff
Thompson Is of the opinion that Car
keet killed Welch while he was try
ing to take the gun away from Welch,
and rearing the results, made it appear that the man committed suicide.
napier, it is believed, will prove a
strong alibi. No time of arraignment
ror either man has been set.
Ariss.,

13.

New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
c

ANNOUNCEMENT

J. D. Eakln, President.
O. Gloml, Vic President.

take pleasure in advising
the clothing buyers of Albuquerque that I have secured
the exclusive sale of
I

Cbsi. Meltnl,

O. Btcfcechl,

fcrvUrj.
Tremror,

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to
EAKIN, and BACHECH1 A GIOMi,
WHOLKtALK DCALKR IN

MEUNI

&

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

Kohn Brothers

W

CHICAGO

kttp tvrythlng la sioek

to outfit tho

moit tottldlout bar oompltto

Hv bean appointed exclusive agent In the Southwcet for Jea. .
SchllU, Win. Lamp and 8t Louie A. B. C. Brewerlee; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, LOuls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brand of whlakles too numeroue to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the trtlffht article as received by us from the beat
:rlee.
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. call and tossoet oar
Prices,
or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Prlso Uat,
Stock and
laaued to dealers only.

Fine Clothes for Men
1

3

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS. Ot vt Ot vH

SPECIAL

A

In Uiis t'ity.
Vc ai- - HMMJalizinff this
line and are recommending it strongly to our customers, as the acme of
lino tailoring at u range of price from

$15.00 to $35.00
Always a pleasure to sliow
through whether you buy or not

Albuquerque

you

GOOD FORANYYEIE
Shoe quality is best determined by a few
weeks of actual wear. The strong and weak
points are then . vealed. No other
test is so sure.
Our Hobo button, here shown, is
a shoe which will come out strong under
any conditions. It is a Patent Colt
button, mat Kang. top, single sole,
military heel. Price, $4.
KONQUERQR

ID

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

Built on honor, guaranteed for quality.

Proton B. Keith Shot Co., Malun, Brockton, Mua.

fLD WILLIAM

CHAPLIN

NUE

WEST RAILROAD
NEXT

TO

BANK

AVE-

OF

o

COMMERCE.

II ic jiaeriintOld
Heer Hall l'lace of

-

.

Recreation.

I

First Class Wines Liquors and Cigars

rRATi

&

CK0oeKe

(non-wrinklin-

ia

203

GOLD STAR SALOON
A.
V

all have moulded
linings, and a wide tread,
which gives plenty nf room

BRUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

n

SHOES FOR MEN

. .k
IUI II1C

Machine Works

MALL, mroprlotor
R.
Iron and Br ana Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaft-Ing- s,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns an J Iron
,i
Fronts for Buildings.
R0palr on mining mnd mill mmehlnmry a Uinolalty
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque. N. M.

M. MANDELL

KEITH'S

Foundry and

f.

stock-raisin-

will

The Citizen Publishing Co,

See Bill Wessfall throw steers with
K. C. Auburn, of Isleta, spent yes
his teeth at Traction Park Sunday terday In Albuquerque,
returning
afternoon. Admission 60 cents.
home last night.

.
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The St. Elmo
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Finest Whiskies

4

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

a
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5 NOT PLEASING PICTURE OF
g
OUR NEIGHBOR ON SOUTH

w ii. i.i m r. imo;.N,
Editor ninl Ituslnes M. marie

SI Kit K I.
I'resKlent.

5
$

lopmi nts In Hie disgraceful Chihil.ihun
The
case of the inim isonment of an editor for a dignified
legal dis. ujon of the Mexican laws and the federal
THE THAW TRIAL
and the stale constitution1!, which clearly and undls-pulet w
York.
from
As will be fin in a tcleui-.iny prohibit the election of Ambassador Creel iis
on the f rt l'ML-- c of Tin- - Citizen Mil rvrnliiR, i! governor i f Chihuahua, point to the pretext
that The
'
rupt
New York
trial has
Is otimaled IhJt tli'? Tim
Thi. Tinies predicted would be used to Intimidate the vicnome ll(Mi.ll'H) ami the Thaw family t Jiin.iwiii.
There were tim. He !i accused of libeling the police ami tin: evilast amount is en lu!vc of i'ttorny fori.
live of their at'onirys, ninl on., of tljfni. Uclmas. il
dence has been dm torcd to suit Hie authors of the out-- !
t00.
vt f
U:vJ.rt....l4 revived
ate.
that In Mio west the lalf'.-Tin- ("ii'.n rini:.c
The program is anything to keep the editor in jail
prcpnnder.ii!?ir t ntiment Is sym p.i thy for Thaw, Willi H
lo stop printing the truth about Creel'
until lie aere-ifeellnu th.it In- should hae been admitted Tills a. in-As The Times said
tin; governorship.
to
lligiliiilty
ini
::
Tin- natural chivalry of lh'
from two
governor, no constitucrner, who Is nl.vavs on the side of w mini or i MK1. before. If Hiaz wants Creel to be
Mextions or laws will prevent the accomplishment.
l'loin r dav. when women and chidrcn w eve
or
of
law
puts
sweet
all
will
ahead
president
his
ico's
'
1. mi;.
rrc
because of their scarcity, and when
arm of mil right. Hut what The Times wants to know is- whether
numerous and imminent that th-- ;
t hese
days are Mr. Creel will permit himself to be made the tool and
wn
ever needed for thoir protect
Ami we love
the chivalry liny beiu-ti- iary of an unlawful proceeding.
not yet so far removed ii to
's Inwesterner, Hum. th- supposition to show men In their proper light if the public
tipcti(leri il.
To thacts.
in
their
terested
to
kill
While
Stanford
was
actuated
that Harry Thaw
An honorable citizen of th'- I'nited States, especialliy reason of Thaw's love for Kvelyn Neshlt. possesses a
ly those in high places, would scorn to break the funpower of appeal to sentiment which reason is imid
damental laws of his country, much less to be beneipjatc to control.
proceeding.
An appeal
fitted by an unconstitutional
Harry
The ot.-- reason is that such
and patriotism has failed to bring
are unknown In tin- - west, an to Mr. Creel's honor
Thaw and Kvelyn
from him even a response. He has been told that the
the western man can scarcely conceive of them. Her?, precedent
established by bis proposed election, wholly
llvlsip
in Idleness ei.
class, no people
no hao )io h
against
law. would be dangerous to his country, bethe
money they never earned, no degenerates driven h;
cause it might place every state's government in the
vile.--:
sejk
empty
in
to
minds
on
the
relief
actink'
rnnui
hands of sons of foreigners, but he seems deaf to the
excesses of physical dehaucheiy. Thank (led, the west plea. Mr.
Creel Is stuck on himself and egotism bus
knows these not, and It Is difficult for a western man furnished the glue.
fortuity. Ku?
to picture them in all their true moral
Perhaps Mr. Creel has gone too far to now withpuch were Harry Thaw and Kvelyn Ncsblt.
his name as a candidate for governor, but what
draw
His Wii-- s the worthless life of a young reprohat
will the people of Chihuahua think .' They know that
that, so far as the story of his youth and manhood has an election In Mexico is a farce, that just such outbeen told, never brought into the world through his rages as are now exemplified by the imprisonment of
own exertions ope thing of use or value. He was perSilvertre Tcrra.as, the editor, will fall next upon them
He had no ampetually Idle, save In what was evil.
Hut that submission breeds disconnnd they submit.
happiHe
brought
was
except
bad.
what
bition
for
powers that be In Mexico are surtent
the
and
then
ness to no one. but misery to many, and he concerned prised at revolutions.
himself only with what was of bud repute. She, by he
These outrages near the fronties bring troubl-Whi- le
own confession, had neither belief in nor concepllon of
we would like to welcome Chihuahua In our unfemale purity. In line, lh only things that can be said ion of states, we would prefer to see it stay in MexIn favor of either of them are that they were not (uUo ico Kl Paso Times.
mi bad as Stanford White, ami that so far they have not
race.
propagated tln-ift 00X)X)XXX)XX0XXX)X)00X)00
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USED TO POINT
MORAL AND TO ADORN TALE 9

HARRIMAN

GOOD CITIZENSHIP
Citizenship in a town even no larger Hi. in Albuquerque carries with it many duties and obligations.
The man who lives in a city has the benelits of .schools,
colleges, free libraries, police protection, protection by
the lire department, and all the modern things possible
to a thriving municipality.
Such being the case, tho
question Is: Hoes he meet the full obligation which
rests upon him when he pays his proportion of th
taxes through which these benefits accrue? Of course
Hut is a man a good
thlit excludes the
citizen merely because he pays his taxes, keeps out of
police court, herds his c hickens in his ow n yard an
does not annoy his neighbors by beating his wife?
No man la a good citizen until he takes an active
Interest in the welfare of the town; no man is a, good
citizen who regards the town merely as a convenient
Xo man Is a good citizen unplace In which to live.
til he becomes jealous about the town and all her material and moral affairs. Albuquerque lias the spirit
of push In an unsual degree.
Its people have a good
Hut we are by no means perfect
deal of civic pride.
Kvery citizen ought to stop and nsK
In these regards.
himself every once In a while: "What can we do to
place?"
make the town a better and more home-lik- e
Just now, while the business men are reaching out
to Hecure for Albuquerque new Industries and needed
peoentcrpr Ises, It remains for the rest of us every-da- y
ple, women s well as men, to enter upon a concerted
Kvery one can contribute
effort to beautify our city.
We can begin at our homes by cleaning up
to this.
back, yards and the alleys.
Then we can carry the
Bubject In mind aa we go to business.
It wouldn't take
Ions to stop und rebuke some fellow citizen caught
sweeping trash Into the street. After a while others
will catch the spirit and men, will quit making the
streets and sidewalks a place in which to dump thing-'It would take but a little while In this way to makf;
Albuquerque a place of beauty as well as cleanliness, a
pride to every citizen and the beauty spot of the territory. Why not try it?
r.

3
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THINK POLITICS NOW
Where do you come In, In- all U Is political hubbub?
Roosevelt "says," Harrlmaii "says," l'enrose "says," the
correspondent "says" everybody says.
Hut what of
you? It's your country, your president, your politic i,
and it's your business.
The president has done a good many things. Some
of us think he might have done more; some of us think
he might have done differently.
Some of us like him;
Home of us find him objectionable.
Some are even Inclined to the belief that he Is "seeing things."
Some
of us consider him simply sincere.
Hut whatever we
think, there are me things we know, and. despite all
of the muddying of the political waters, we know them
beyond the shadow of a doubt. We know that if till
Harrimans and the Rockefellers ami their political allies who make up Wall street try to defeat any plans.
Itoosevelt's or another's, w hich aim to rest ruin organized wealth from encroachment upon the interests of
the great mass of the people, then this effort is wrong,
is crooked, and Is an actual menace to us.
We know from experience that Wall street plays
the political game all the time, and that we, the people, play it once in four years.
What of it?
This:
It would be idle to assume that a republican president
is to succeed Roosevelt.
There will be several national conventions, and there will be more than one Richmond in the Held. Hut, lu the meantime, you tlnd out
all you can.
Read all you can find.
Study it over.
Argue about it. Think. Iion't wait until election eve,
when the siren song of the hired boss is sweet in
Hut begin to think now, and tor yourself. Your
vote Is as good as Harriman's, and not a w hit loss powerful than Rockefeller's.
Consider these (lungs and all
this situation as a citizen, und $U0, Olio. una, or thirty
times thirty times $3(1.000.00" will ne,-- i in ompats
of the people's Interests if ou win only do you:'
Individual duty.
.

xchangc talis attention to what the Thaw trial
cost the country over and above what the state of Nov
York must pay and what the Thaw family will h.ue to
pay.
Here are some of the items: Am nig tin- daily
bills paid by the public's information bureau at its primary soiine have been tl.hm) taoii day to Hn- ivgula"
corps of reporters, artists and photographers; daily tele$l,0inl, and on lo.U'J"
graph tolls on American
words cabled to Kurnpe $1,001) more: stenographic report for this Use J200; special artists an. id writers $Mhi.
snd enoiiph of small expenses to make Hi,- tidal (,'. il i
per i,i. And all this was kepi up lor three months.
An

-

-

In his message to the .Missouri
datui'e convene i
In extra session, (iovernor Folk told Hie
lawmakers
"We need a law prohibiting brewers a. id distillers havTin- criminal faloon.-aring an interest In dramshops.
ned saloons.
Competition beoften the brew t
them to t.tkt a low class of
tween breweries oinjx-lmen and el Hiein up In business.
These men have n
-

ry-o-

c

sens, of proprietorship

or pride In running a decent
place, and these saloons often become dens of vice."

Well, Just let Ihnii d.i up Teddy
W Ilia's live million dollars!

tii)it) )i

I.VUUO.OIIO

World.
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LEARN A LESSON FROM SEED,

S

ROOT AND BULB IN SPRING

g

ooooooooooocx
l.earn a lesson from the spring-limThe bull's
that have lain hidden away in the dark earth mould
now issue forth in tln-ieffort to push away the heavy
roof above litem and emerge to the upper light and
air. To do Hint requires a great effort. Did you ever
think how many of the bulbs and roots fail in t'n-itask of pushing their Way upward Inward Hie ligl t ' It
is a brave thing to pit a faint, aspiring spear of c.c, i,
against the heavy earth. How much easier to st iy in
the unfolding ground which has bee nits warm coverlet
ihioiiKh the long winter time! Dig down in t'n soil.
You lind rmds and seeds and bulbs lyin- - in :h torpor
of winter's sleep, knowing and earing hoM.im;
Hie po.M-and promise of
and hulblmod An '
there they lie and die without greenness or How r.
1;
Heniy Druiniiiond wrote a
u'lol "Th Valiii- .ii Law in the Spiritual World'' to show ho, the iav.s
of not in
were like the laws of the human s;,ir:i.
In
i. nine
,ery uspirim; Impluse. everv Inq f 'iilnll- inelit, every ;ial
It
of life leqllires an ellelt.
is
isy lo die; it Is difiicult to live. it i cqiii 11 - woil;,
power to pu-l- i tin- tree upward toward the sky.
I:
lequil'es w ol k, labor, push to force the bl.io I of
lu- iree
Hnutmost tips of iis branches, if Hie Id o
- thick and
luggish the twigs die, and then Hi. lops
ind then tin- ti unk.
if i man. If be aspir
lo live.
pbysi ally, menially, morally he must give himself oxer
to laborious things. It t.ik
ill! nil ive, II e. .ibiliu to
pie-- h
himself upword.
Put Hie joy of it! Tinnk you j; gives n,,. lowly
up of Its strength the force
wed no pleasure lo
of slender green, no phasine to the tieu to force Its
s.i I' to the outer tip of its being, swelling in leaf and
frtiitfulncHs" So to the human soul that is really ulive.
What keener pleasure than lo know the thrill of living,
lo feel the upsurging of body, mind and heart to the
task of the day, and the great Joy of worthy accomplishment ?
e.
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When the long distance telephone;
line is completed into Arizona, it will
then be possible for the Tucson sports
to play tho rouleite wheel In New
Mexico by wire that is for one vear
only.
-- O
N. iw that Hie Thaw trial Is i,.m
porarily over, the Washi
respondents may hope to get a little
"pace on sucn an important subject
us the selection of th
next prrsl- dentbil candidate.

o

Old 'rieniN.
Row, wow, wow
said her little pet
dog.
As out to the gate lie ran.
Then he wagged his tail as he trotted

back.

At the heels of that same voung man
O

As Oilnm-

3

Received This Weell
F. H. STRONG

l.lll'l.

Mill

STRONG BLOCK

I

.

Crockery
Rugs

Furniture
Glassware
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"To reform or not to reform' that
Is the question.
Whether 'tis better
to Keep tne graft we have than to
try and get some we would like, but
IIIU.V

New Furniture

)

ntn i u ,
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"Nil lUHtter boiV blt-fglass may be. you can alwaysre.A
break
it with a hammer."
Hittle Danny.
D
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Here's to the stork.
A most V:l inula. i.i ,.. i
That inhabits the residence districts.
He doesn t sing tunes.
Nor yield any plumes.
Hut be helps out the vital statistics.
O
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The declaration irediled I.. Kdward II, I Ian ii.i.in
that In- prefers the penitentiary to the poor house is
taken by the Washington Post as a peg upon which
to hang a homily on the perverted Ideas all too prevalent In this ilay. That the possible interpretation placed
upon Mr. Harriman's remarks is capable of supporting such perversion is plain, though only tin- uncharitable will st interpet. The Post says:
"The baste to jet rich has turned out ,a precious
lot of rascals.
Wh?n Jim Flsk set the printing press
to work grinding out Krie railroad stock that he threw
on the Wall street exchange he made a lot of money
hut his act was that of the counterfeiter and the robber, licensed to ply his trade. If wo can believe the
half Thomas W. I.awson tells us this practice of Flsk
Is become a regular trade and the source of some of
th most colossal fortunes of the country.
"The best way to make money is to practice the
homely virtues of honesty, prudence and frugality. Hive
within your Income and put away something every
month for the rainy day. This is hard for the salaried
man to do, though it ought to be easy for him to do.
Not one salrled man in ten knows the value of a dollar,
and none but be that has the secret will ever save or
be rich. When one is out of debt and has saved a sum
of money, however small, he is then in the class of
the capitalist and on tho road to wealth If he should
shun debt lis the pestilence and continue to add to his
store.
"This Is the road lo wealth open to thousands and
thousands In the town of Washington.
lo not lend
but Invest. Never borrow nor go surety. Huy nothing
you cannot afford and pay cash for. Ho not hasten
Do not gamble.
Make
to be rich. Do not speculate.
a reputation as an honest man or woman. That Is
credit, and such credit Is valuable as it Is sparingly
used, or, better yet, not used at all.
It Is easier ami more certain to land in the
poorliouse by spending your salary before you get it
than it Is to get to the penitentiary by stealing, and
that is unfortunate and most demoralizing. Hong before
Charles Reade argued the question it was known to
observers that the salaried man who drinks cannot
save money. As well attempt to tote water In a sieve.
It Is as easy to turn a potato into an apple by a wish
as it is lo put a dollar into your pocket by wishing for
It. The way to get the dollar In your pocket Is to will
that il shall land there, and then go to work, acquire il
honestly, and see that II does not get into somebody
else's pocket meanwhile.
"There Is plenty of honesty left in the land, and
il is lo be hoiied that this craze for sudden wealth will
relax In time and give honesty, industry, prudence, and
frugality a chance to bring us content with our wealth
secured by their observance."
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: The Cub's Corner I
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AUTOMATIC

mm

Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

Modes in .Minstrelsy.

The bard must do a stylish rhyme
To lill his purse.
The fashion at tin- present thiols
drop
stitch
verse.

vx-u-

Those liditorials.
The. shades of night were falling
And the stars were twinkling brign;
Dan said to little Friday
Now 1 guess we'd better write
We must reform the puolic,
So just tell 'cm win re "they're at."
Hut Friday they must never know
That I'm a Democrat.

I

Albuquerque, New Mex.
KVltEKA!

0

I.ITT1 Ii DANNY DIITIIiS.
High diddle diddle.
o
The cat in the fiddle.
VIIOTO TAKEN
1IAVK VOIR
The cow Jumped over the moon,
STAMP I'lCTl'llKS 2o
The dear public laughed to see such NOW. DO.KN
AND I' I. KODAK FINHlilt
sport
pilphoto
When Dan punctured bis reform bal- ISHING a
10 SILK.
ON JAPAN
COVIiKS
lown
loon.
(a'AisANTi-.i:oi wtiiik is
'Hi father, dear father come home STAI'dt STIDIO, 210 MiST (iOLD
,
AVI'.NIK.
with me now,
o
The clock In the steeple strikes two.
a
check
promptly
will
"rreventlcs"
And poor little Danny sits there all
cold or the Grippe when taken early
alone
He's reformed every one except you. or ut the "sneeze stage." I'reventlcs
cure seated colds as well. Preventlcs
are little candy cold cure tablets, and
In. shoop, Racine, Wis., will gladly
mall you samples nnd a book on
colds free, if you will write him. The
samples prove their merit. Check
early colds with I'reventlcs and stop
pneumonia. Sold in 5c and 25c boxes by all druggists.
.?
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The Wrung Mr. Hyan.
When You Want to Buy,
"Thus. .1. llyan," scrawled In a bold
hand upon the register at the Alvar-ad- o
Sell, Rent or Exchange
this morning made the cub's nose
for news dilate violently. The young
man sharpened his pencil and bit upon what he thought was a hot trail of
Ityan. the gre.it insurance manipulator. Ye.s, there he was slowly rockKeep busy until you
ing back and forth in one of the big
easy chairs in the lobby of the hotel.
find the
"Mr. Hyan. I'm a reporter."
Mr. Ityan laughed and his sister,
who was silting nearby rending a
magazine. laiiKhed loo.
"I am not Hie llyan you are lookNl RISEN
ing for I wish I were. His name
is Thus. F.. mine Is Thus. J.
The
man you are looking for Is tall nnd
21 A West Gold Avnue
slender and has money. They took
mo for the real thing down at Kl
l'aso, too, and understand that they
published a long story about what I
(Genuine American
block, per
innl said about conditions."
$.S0
ton
"I know Thus. F. Hyan, the insur$6.60
ance m in. He is a nice fellow ami Cerrlllos Lump
shrewd, loo. He did up some of the Anthracite Nut
$8.50
best of tlu in. No. I'm not Ityan the Anthracite mixed
magnate. Ami Miss Hyan is not my Anthracite, stove .and .furnace $.00
daughter; she is my sister. We have
$950
sliies
been down in Mexico looking at min$8.00
ing property we have there, and we Clean Gas Coke
WOOD.
are going to fa II torn la . Our stop
here is just for the purpose of break- Green Mill Wotxl, per load . . . . $2.2.1
ing the trip. You have a line hotel
I would
hen&
and a line climate.
W.
r, Hlier he here than on llioaduai.
It
Is a real pleasure this
nice
Both Phones.
weather
have a real estate business
in New York and my trip out here is
a vacation more than anything else.'

Call a Messenger aiul Send Me Ycur Work.

KACKLEY
I

THE TAILOR

West Gold Avenue

Chickering & Son's Piano

sri-x'iAirv- .

.

j

Tho exquisite tone anil high quality or workmanship BnI finish have
combined to limko these famous instruments tH universal choli-- of
those who know.

WHITSON MUSIC CO.

i

t

to

The Old, The Genuine, The Incomparable

(1-NT-

out

WILL PAY THE BOY.

I

round It ul I.nst.
Found what? Why that Chamberlain's Salve cures eczema nnd all
manner of Itching of the skin. I
have been afflicted for many years
with skin disease. I had to get up
three or four tinies every night and
wash with cold water to nllay the
ttrrible Itching, but since using this
salve in December, 1905, the itching
has stopped and has not troubled me.
F.lder John T. Ongley, Rootville,
I'a. For sale by all druggists.
Yes, I Hsiao

Day In anil Day Out.
Sunday is the day of rest,
Monday all feel blue,
Tuesday settle down to work
Wednesday lots to do.
Thursday working night and day
Doing all you can.
Friday used to be a day.
Hut now belongs to Dan.

.

Call and See Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

1

i

r

'n

O

titt

1

WW

S

t

124 South Second

If There

k

Dearer

To

rj

Household Goods

Star Furniture Co.
(.

COAL

1

H. HAHN

CO.

i'

"VjS
The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

Phone 9S

I

GOLDEN

STATE

10 per cent.

IN

ANOTHER

WRECK
livideiuls in the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.

1

iiwiny in

Km k Islam!

i

mix up of

last

on the
iiiuhl, a

i,cciirie-between
State liniite.l ami a switch
eunine near Texlnnna. iikla. The engineer ut the switch eiiKine was mak-nihis hrst run ami in some m. inner
rnixeii iiii bis Inst ructions in such a
iiiannci as to lose his way on the
main line. The llmilcil. which ha. I
I. II Kansa.-- I'ily one half hour late!

hea

lin-

cnl

liohl.--

.is lrlni; .i mak.? iii Us lost time,
when the iia-came. K ith engines
ami the !..hleii Mate baKK-iKcar,
.sere
but no imiorlanl In' juries leMilte.l.
The elm'llleer ami
tuemaii on tin- limiieil, however, were
silhtly hint ami Frank Kulllvan, of

small cash paj merit arid
SO. 00 a month will buy a
houe, with bath.
A

J K.

EXCURSIONS

THE WHITE

FOR CASH ONLY

John

S.

02 SOUTH

Beaven

FIRST STRFET.
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:
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,
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ii- ve.
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nv uriu eiMs, ey u,:, on rf.li
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KUFICTURING
. i rens.. i i, v.IhZi
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FUK SALE BV a. VANN & ON.

In

ft
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vnr want it

riltllj,

FEE'S

PEERLESS HOMEMADE
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'8 DRUG
TORE.

i:i

win

i

eat with enjoyment and Veep well,
provide yourself with rolls nr bread
the best kind, the kind we bake
fresh every day. If you haven't been
in line with the wise ones.
OrU-by
phone If you like.

PIONEER BAKERY,
207 South Vlrnt fcurvet.

It you want reau'.l

.McliCity unci return $10.25, April
J.Mh lu May IHili. l imit July SI..
Agent.
J. K.
-

AT

s

WOOD

p

l'aso tire department, received
cut over the rit;ht eye.
the
alter the accident
wrecking crew from Santa Itosa were
engines
for and the demolished
and car removed from ihe track. The
iiolden Slate al'rhed in Kl l'aso yesterday nioiniiiK.
Kl

FREE LUNCH
ELEPHANT.

mm fat

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
M.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
IS.B0

AFTER MAY 15

CO.,
rtiillding.
KI.DF.n, Ami jo
REALTY

-j

the
a

COAL

2BBK

in udrertlslLg.

trr in Evenlug Cltlzon want ad
I'H-rtaxi. )!, imkit iti i u
T
WAIiTO.N'S UUI U blOW- -

SATVKIViY. AP15II. M. 107.

ALBUQUERQUE

T.

R. GEORGE

'T GET

A DRINK

SIX

MEN

EVENING

CITIZEN.

PAKE

TRIED
-

--

VARSITY

ADDRESSES

FOR LOVE OR

J".

depends upon tho food you cat

Dr. PRICE'S

Hard New
erary Program-1.00Tried to And Booze Was the Cause of
Suy
Glass of Water In Rio
It All Items From the
'ood Trees Set Out In UnYork-Banke-

0

y far l he he'l nil. hiss iiie sluts have hail the iil.Msnre of hear-I- n
the past year was tin.1 one mailp
Dr. Ceo. T. (JniiM. nf The
e
Kreat earnestness niul
he emphasized the necessity
..i odueatlnn fur the Pake ef tlie
to be olitaineil hi after life.
"Other things have their places and
servo their purposes as Brent bless-Inp- i,
but only the educated have possessions, which none can disturb."
It waa in this strain that lr. tlould
spoke for threc-qua- i
ti is of nn hour
with the closest attention on the part
of his hearers. His words carried
greater weight from the fai t that he
is himwlf an educated man and an
educator of Ioiik experience.

TKAIN PULLED OUT

'iti-Wi- th

elo-nr-

It Iihs been decided finally by the

trustees of the Carnegie foundation

for pensioning veteran teachers that
state universities are not to be included ninoiiK the colleges whose instructors will have the advantage of
t
gift. As a conMr. Carnegie's
sequence, the I'niversity of New Mexico Is not on the Carnegie foundation
list. It Is to be noted, however, tnat
in the extensive and thorough Investigation made by the trustees with the
purpose of determining the standard
of collegiate work of the all higher
institutions In the country, that the
University of New Mexico occupies a
high place. In fact, only three state
universities south of Mason's and Dixon's line have standard of entrance
requirements equal to the one demanded by Ihe Foundation trustees.
These three are the I'nivevsltles of
New Mexico, Oklahoma and Arizona.
sr-'ii-

O.

few weeks ago Prof.

Kspinosa
appointed an instructor in the
I'niversity of Chicago for the summer quarter. Prof. Angel!, head of
the department of physics, yesterday
received notice of his appointment as
laboratory assistant in the same Institution.
Professors Angell and
will leae for 'hieago about
.lime 1.
A

was

a.

O

"This
the lirst
try 1 ever got Into
get a drink when I
of money. I don't

part of the coun- couldn't
where
had a pocketful)
mean bonze, but
Carrie Nation
1

Just plain, every-d- y
water."
i. M. Wynkoop. New Yolk banker,
made that statenw nt last evening, just
after returning from a drive to Los
Lunns over the Antonio Sedillo land
grant.
"It came about this vkiv," contin
ued Mr. Wynkoop.
"Fred D. llun-- (
mg and myself, in returning from the
grant,
drove to Kin Puerco,
land
where I took the train for Albuquerque.
We were both dry just about
choking for a drink of water.
The
horses nlso needed a drink bully.
no
water in sight except
There was
that in Hio Puerco. which was absolutely unlit to drink.
The horse.--everefused it.
"'Can't we g.q a little water at tin;
railway station,' I asked Mr. Hulling.
He then made the remarkable statement that the railway company would
not furnish us with water not even
if we offered to pay for it. I'm not
from Missouri, but 1 had to lie shown,
I
so 1 approai hod the agent.
told
him we would pay well for water for
our horses aud ourselves. He politely but firmly refused to furnish up
with water.
" ' 'an't w e even get a drink for
ourselves'.'' 1 asked.
" 'I can't furnish
you
with any
water at all, without an order to do so
from the superintendent
at Albuquerque,' was the answer he made.
"1 then asked him how
long it
would take him to get such an order.
He answered that he could not get it
that day. but might get it on the following day. I gae it up then. I had
driven all day in the hot sun and I
sure needed a drink, but I onln'l get
got aboard the train.
me until
Mr.
.Now, what I
Huning fared worse.
want to know is. has the railway company tlie right to refuse a man a
drink of water? I'm going to liml
out when 1 get to the general olliecs
la Chicago."
n

1

Next Saturday night the Khiva Ml-- i
Kncicly will hold lis regular
meeting at the Woman's chili minis.
The following will be the program:
Declamation. I.yle Abbott and Lawrence I.eo; banjo solo, Frank T.U'lit',
Wagner; extempore
.lohn
est'ay,
speech, Ralph Tascher; oration. Fred
Forbes; debute, "Should Capital PunKelar,
ishment be Abolished." Allen
.
Will Wroth. Kenneth
Frank
v.
I'ea

rary

I'.-ald-

IS

PAUL GRIDLEY

RUN

o

During lie past week, one thousand hard wood trees have luen set
out on the campus, including maples,
elms, hceehi s and oaks. There are at
present growing on the campus nearly two thousand trees.

SHEEP INSPECTORS WILL

BY

DOWN

RUN-

AWAY

Seven nnn, six colored, were tiled
and lined iii less than fifteen minutes
in police court ibis morning by Police Judge Craig. The men and offenses of which tiny were found
guilty, are as follows:
Ceo. Washington Jackson and Al
Johnson, two negroes, who were arrested yesterday evening by Officer
Knapp for being drunk and sleeping
upon the sidewalk, wrre fined $10
each am) placed on the street gang.
In their own defense Jackson and
Johnson said that they were sleeping
upon some alfalfa and while they had
been drinking, still they were not intoxicated.
Oflicer Knapp testilied
Hit the residents of Third street had
made a rnmplaint against the two
men and that he found them lying
lengthwise across the sidewalk, snoring loudly.
John Hall. Sain Kennedy. Silas
Simmons and Krstln Driver. four
colored boys, who came here from
Kl Paso, searching for work, but instead of looking for employment,
made the Uedlight saloon their rendezvous, were charged with vagrancy
and lined $10 each. uftlcers
and Jtossi arrested them.
tiustavo Audtati. nn Italian, who
was found by oflicer ltabhett lying
across a sidewalk, dead drunk, pleaded guilty to that charge, and was presented with a fine of $5.
High-barga-

in

The following quotations were reby F. J. a rat & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York, lloom 37, Barnett building, Albuquetque, N. M.:
Xciv York stocks.
American Sugar
Amalgamated 'iqq.i r
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison com
Anaconda
Italtimore and Ohio
Itrooklyn Kapid Transit . .
Canadian Pacilie
Colo Fuel

.

.

.

.

1

'3 i
!U
ti

1

.

..

Sixteen inspectors from the Kaunas City, Kan., station of the department, of animal industry, urrived In
Albuquerque last night, and reported
this morning to Dr. Marlon Imes,
of Nca
inspector for the district
Mexico and Arizona.
Dr. Imes said that the men had not
been assigned to their respective districts yet. and that the matter would
The
not be decided before Monday.
men who arrived last night are:
Jung.
P. J.
K.
I.. C. Smith.
Charles Gould. William C.
Dye, W. V. Kramer, II. J. Troeiiper,
Kansas City. Mo.; D. K. Morris. Ottawa. Kan.; Miner M. Justin, Manhattan, Kan.; 'William C. Anderson, Minneapolis, Kan.; It. C. Warwick. Oska-loosKan.; C. F. lilake, (ilaswell,
Kan.; James Perry, Caline. Texas;
Wint It. Karnard. Lyndon, Kan.; Albert A. l,emcy, Klkberry. Mo., and
Alva C. Collin, Lee's Summit. Mo.
Hoi-broo- k,

.
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Onialia Livestock.
Omaha. April 13. Cattle receipts,
Western
leu. Market unchanged.
sieers $3.25i 5.25; Texas steers $3.00
di 4.40: cow s and heifers $2.50 'V 4.60 :
$2.25(113.25;
Mockers and
4 canuers $ 3.0(1
5. 1 5 calves $ 3.00 'u 0.511
feeders
bulls $2.MJu 4.40.
Sheep recepits 150n, market steady.
Yearlings $t. 25 'u 7.2 5 wethers $6. in)
rn t;.30; ewes $5. Mi'ti ti.oiii lambs $7.50
;

;

(n

s.25.

4

Chicago Livestock.

Mrs. H.

Collins.

.1

Kvenlng service
Anthem "(loldcn Harps Are
ing"

h niu

ni

.
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Staab Building

II. ANDRUS

Well

Watch Inspector A. T.

&

S. F. R. R.

1

10

West Gold Ave.

Known

Rancher Pur$75
Worth of -- Elks
chased
Tooth" Matinee Tickets.

t

ooooocooocoo
A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business

4
4 4 o 4
4
Tlie large auditorium

of the 4
Klks' opera house was crowded 4
4 with little folks this afternoon
who were the guests of William
Mcintosh, at tli- - Klk's Tooth"
matinee. t"ns makes tlie third
perform:. ice for this excellent
home talent performance, which
Is easy the best of the kind ever
seen in this city and each per- foriiiaiice drew a crow led house.
H was on Thursday tli.it
Mr.
Mcintosh decided to give tlie
4 poor children of the city a real
treat, and a more wholesome en- teitalnmenl he could not have
i ln sen.
With this in view Mr.
Mcintosh walked into Matron's
bonis store Thursday and laid
dow'i a check for $7.. "I want
300 tickets to that show."
he 4
4 said, "that's all."
And this nfteriioon tlie Klks'
theater was a confusion of happy
4 children, enjoying Mr. Mcintosh's
generosity.
4

CEMENT PLANT

WHEN
book.

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have poslUT
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.

The Bank of Commerce

I

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

C0OOO00O003O0

"9 F.

f

--

'4

you pay all bills by check, your business rs recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There Is a
record of all receipts and expenditures in your bank

Tomei & Brothers

WILL

BE GOING

IN

A

w. r.

r.

Albuquerque's Leading Tailors
Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.

YEAR

Place Your

Order Early.

so sws pkoi'. pitrsmv i
or 'i iii-- i'aci ii y or

ok-Mi;iii,-

:

IIIK I'M VKKslTY.

Prof. Piestoii, an expert chemist,
formerly of the faculty of the University of New Mexico, arrived in Albuquerque yesterday morning with
Anion Moore, the well known cement
manufacturer of ogden, Ftah, and
has decided lo slop over here for
several days.
In talking to a reporter this morning. Mr. Prcnton
said:
"The principal thing which the new
cement plant at Kl Paso will do towards helping the Alluuiuerque contractors and builders Is In the saving
of money by freight rales.
The differential rates bet we. n I lie Kl Paso
plant und the Colorndo plant Is 1 2
cents per ion pounds, or 50 cents a
barrel, into Albuquerque and the
west.
The differential rales between
the Kl Paso plant und the Kansas
plants will be I'O cents each 100
pounds, or 7 ti cents a barrel.
Wc
expect to have a plant completed and
in operation in about one year's

1

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
- ,
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

l.Inclcr Hnvcjy Hotel
E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

C.

V

Convenience - Comfort - Security

time''

. Tlie telephone makes the

Tho
telephone
preserves
your health, prolongs you litm
and protects your home.

.duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

Frank Salmon, who has been a
resident of Albuquerque for the last
three years, died yesterday uftemoon
about 1 o'clock at bis home. Tho de
ceased is survived by a widow and
baby, who will accompany
the remains lo the old home at Lincoln, III.,
Sunday.

YOU NBXD A TEXEI'IIOXE

Fur catarrh, let nie send you free,
Just to prove merit, a trial size box
of Dr. shoop's Cough ltemedy. It la

We do It right. KOmil DKV.
Co.

Im-

perii' laundry

..OUR..
CONSTANT

IN YOUR HOME:

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Across our Counters!

there never passes a single article for
which we have to apologize. Wa axa
always sure of the kind of

pip

Groceries we Handle
They cannot get Into this store unlosw
they come up to our high stumlard.
So when we pass them on to you we
can count on your approval. Nobody
buys here Just once. They always
eome again.
M

The Champion Grocery Co.

AIM

MATTElXri IiKOS.
W. TIJcras Ave.
Phone Bl.

C.Ji-li'-

Is to sell good goods at a

less price than you can
buy them any other place.

The following
ple of our prices:

is

a sam-

nlilorniu tomatoes, lare cans loc
a- - ( luces
lomutoc
U'jC
.New York Slat'
Dinner Fully
Itrand, large cans
l."o
None iM lter at uny price.

l

O

ior wreens as strong as an ordinary Joor at nrices that defr
e
screen floors In both strength ari l price. Window
notens that are as strong as a door at 1 cents ier foot at the
D

aMteiii-ina.I-

lJIANINfl MII.T.
SKK OUR NKW liUICK nUII.I)IN(J
t SUPERIOR

v

I

..

Pring me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs.
4

i

1

$3.00

The Old Reliable Watchmaker and Jeweler

1

1

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

WILLIAM M INTOSH S

1

47.

rub-

8

ENJOY

a snow white, creamy, healing anti
septic balm t hat gives Instant relief
Soundto catarrh of the nose and throat.
Harris Make the free test and see. Address
Selected Dr. Shoop, Kacinc, Wis. Large Jars
DO cents.
Sold by all druggists.

Chicago, April 13. Cattle receipts Solo
4 Sim.
steady. peeves $4.30 Gi
Harry Dullard.
4 ii.7ii; Market
4.!io; heifers $2.75''U Male (Quartet.
4 5.35; cows J.Miii
A
calves $5.0u'ii 7. 00; good to
( Inircli
Corner of
poor to
I'irst ltapli-- 1
prime steers $5.45 'i G.70;
avenue.
;
Kroadway
Lead
$
and
H
4.3o
5.40
stockers and
medium
Sunday school at 10:50 a. in.
feeders $ 2.H0 Hi 5. 0.
Morning servic at 11 o'clock. Topic
Sheep receipts 3500. market steady.
Western $4.50 'u 6.20 : yearlings $6.75 of sermon, "Jonah's Sill," Itev J. F.
KvenfH.ZQ'n
'a 7.60. lambs
s.40. western Itorex. II. Y. P7 F at 6:30.
3a o'clock. Topic of
lng service at
$ij.5n 'n V50.
BERNALILLO COUNTY
sermon. "Have Faith In Cod."
W. C. T. 0. ELECTS
A cordial invitation extended to all.
Produce Market.
quotaChicago. April 13. Closing
Musical selections morning service
organ Prelude- inTertorio ....Tun.es
DISTRICT COURT tions:
Ant hem "Saviour. W hen Night InNEW OEEICERS
'u ' .
Wheat May 7M'i: July
volves the Skies"
Corn May 4 7 ; July
Harry Kowe Shelly
4
1;
July 40'....
oats May
"Spot" Hrown, the colored barI
li
7
$
Mr. J. N. '.nlby. Soloist.
July
Mav
'f.
Park
and
w ho
saloon,
Uedlight
at
tender
the
I
!'. LIVI D SI'.COM
l t.ll
MI1S.
Thayer
olTertory La luioijou"
.anl May $.70. July $S.S2'- -.
arrested in March and charged
Vocal Solo "Mv Father Knows"..
tekm s pt;i:stii: ivi i mi:i:t- - . was
Libs Mav $s.50; July $S.7u.
with leeeiving and concealing stolen
W. F. Sudds
iit.i.i.Y
goods, was acquitted by a jury In the
organ Postlul.' 'tioius Magnus.,
Money Market.
district court this afternoon and after
w
N
e
April
13.
iullmaiit
Money
York,
on
Abbott
receiving the Verdict. Judt-'l! nominal; prune mercantile paper
The funeral services of Mr. Wm.
dismissed the defendant.
Whitehill, of north IMith street, will
ilver 57k.
F. D. Sweeney and Arthur M.itney,
b
held at tin- : i.tist church at 3
the two boys who admitted that tiny
p. m. Conducted by N. W. Alger.
Metul
Murkot.
the goods, and implicated Drown
N. w Yoik. April
!::- .- I.
ii:.
as acting as their 'fence." wiil
I'lrsl Melhodi-- t l'.ploiul Church
taken back to Las Yegas, whet.- rhey i opp.-- dull; um li.i nged.
-- Hey. J. C.
D. D.. pastor. The
be tried for larceny.
I will
Sunday school n is at !:45. A corsi l ouls WihiI Markcl.
S'. Louis. April 13. -- Wool steady; dial Invitation - extended to a!1
..ai-iVi'.i.i
The case of ihe
ll'ged.
it 11.
Morning vvorsh
Thomas Padill.i et al. charged with .li U'.ch
meets at l'. t '
F.pwol th I.e.-llie ,. ,. .. .
.s.iiiil with ir.lent lo inuidcr, comSM-lt.t t 7 30.
Lv eni ng si i i.
Market.
the Woman's Chnsu.n,
at
pueblo
of Isle'.. i, upon
the
mitted
Following - 'i oi.ler for the da
Lars. AfO'il Li S.ei
lUiet
I'nioii, held yesti rd.iy nt'erno.
one Perea. wa-- begun at i'.Ci o'clock
Worship.
Morni..
J :
M
Ch.'i'ch.
the First
probably
will
this
afternoon
hold
und
Most kowshi
l hide
I'l
"Melo.l
Vaughn w as rc-- i li i ted president,
iiwmg to the ill"Ver until Monday,
T
WHY
YOC
Once Despised
SO
Hymn
MWY
WOVDIll
ye
declined the honor for a'. other
ness of 'j'omas Padllla. the trial of pi
i hi:
.o
Jl'SU"
The attendance v. as quite large, a
the four defund.ints was begun. They ID II II.i. I OK
C! uniting
Apostles' Cfellll IK
:he ineinlii ts were very .nlhiisi.i.- Frmcisci,
p;op!;it
Andrew
ir
OH,
DIN
c.loria
P.itri.
MIL'
PSIIV!
over Ihe success nf the past year. I
..
i. ltaiitistn Pad la and Fr
i.
Fifteenth Sun
Itespolliv e S.
'ieving that the passage of the an
Indians.
l.oiie .ill
"Do. Hi's iiintmei.t cured me of ecday.
gambling law wai a sti p to..ud
annoyed
long
me a
zema that had
f Israel Praise"
I'h.
Anthem-- l'gl-latur- e.
hibit'.ou.
New .lcr- I nidlev H'l.-tniMj.
Tlie cure w.m permanent."
'I'! til on, N J., April l:S.
The New H .u. S.
u
Commissioner
Matthews.
Morning
TOO I.ATE TO CLASSIFY.
.i
.leisey legislature took a tecesn
Pray er.
l.ibor S'jitlstics, Augusta. Me.
It will reconvene on June
o
!
Organ Ilespon-.- riding ai d dr.w:
I'i ill SALL'
inlUoii of
toi
measures
consider.
1
V
HICKI
MPr.lNGS,
Dl
i'
li.iker
oifertory
Call at L'lo South High
poi.ji
a l;ii h inay be elui d by tbt- - governor
AND KYKIIY
IN
Itliiinenlh il
Vocal Solo "I.H'e"
Tlie senate pas-eFoli SALK - Household luriiiuii. icriiig the rece--L unbel t.
V.". J
iiikhi,
ri.si;
is
a eoic'iii'i'i 'if iesolu'i.i providing for
West Santa Fe avenue.
4I
l lll:
Ol.l Mlil s IIOILI. lYlMOIt-K- Hvmn 'Prince of Peace Control
sessions.
.
modern hi. roilai inle.oi of annual TAKING-FRitF.NT Five-rooM
Will"
FOR
VOURS
EE
o
"lliler" cottage. No. 717 South
Sermon "Libel ating the Oppressed"
fculeMYilMt for The
LUNCH AT THE WHITE
mul get
Kill l h street
Ceo. W. Hickox, I
The pastor.
the new a.
South SeeoTid street.
Hymn "i if Hint Who 1)1 Salvation

i)i

Hopkins

4

avenue and
ltallroa
Subject "Doctrine of
Third street.
Atonement." Sunday school at 10 a.
Wednesday evening meeting at
in.
p. in. Leading
room open daily
from 2 to, 4 p. m
-- Ollighlaiul M. I
I borcli. Soul
31S South Ami) street
O. li. Ilolli- day, pastor.
11 a. m., sermon.
Subject "Th"
Parable of the Sower."
7 p. m., Kpworth I. eague meeting.
N
p. in.,
Subject "The
sermon
Streets of u City."
Special music in t hat ge of Prof.
Harrison.
O
Christian Church Corner of Cold
Krnesf K.
venue and I'.rnadwa
Crawford, minister.
Sunday school. 10 a. in.
Morning worship.
o'clock. Sermon by I lie minister, "Are There Any
Moral Obligations itesting on a Christian Above Any other Man?"
Lecture at 3 p. in., "Science Illuminated." o evening service.
O
I'irst Congregational Church Cor
ner of Kroadway and Coal. Itcv.
David Iteaton, D. D. of the Chicago
I'niversity Extension department, who
Is conducting an educational institute
will
it tlie Congregational church,
address the Sunday school at 10:30
a. m., and preach at both morning
Subject of
and evening services.
morning sermon, "Christ's Kstiniale,
or Judging a Man at Ills Host."
Kvenlng sermon. "Selfhood and
Service; or the Van and the Com
munity."
Anthem "The Kadiant Morn"....
.Choir
Alto Solo "L d Kindly Light"
P sutti
Mrs. Wshburn.
Church Corner
liist
Fifth and Silver avenue. Hugh A.
Cooper, pastor. Services at
a. m.
and s p. m.
Morning theme. "Martha and Mary
In the evening Itev.
A contrast."
John V. Parron will preach.
The musical selections are as follows:
organ Fantasia
Ashfonl
Anthem "Nit I'nto Fs o Lord"..
Smith
Solo
Selected

coiner

I

Mrs. S. I!. Miller.
"Lift I"p Your Hands"..
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ALBERT FA BUR'S

4

Wlhieire To

Christian

inch wheels,

4
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Postlude

t,

ber tires. Trice

4
4
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..

H

i

5t

1

.

. 1! :"

ew i s

4 s.iid.

4
4

4

.. 34 U
.. 24,
Sf. Pauls Lutheran Church. Corner of Sixth street and Silver avenue,
.. T.'ti Hi v. K. Moser, pastor.
- - :k
Sunday school at l.3) a. m.
Herman service and sermon at 11
..11!
a. in.
.. 3i"
No evening service.

F.rie com

t threat

it is
The
took place In the I'nltcd
States land office at Santa Fe a.
few days ago
between
Agent De.endotf and a well
Special to The Evening Citizen.
neighwho
has u
known educator.
Bl Paso, April 13. In the
4 claim on the mesa east of the
borhood of 75 union painters and
I'niversity of New Mexico, which
in this city will go out
lie desired to make final proof
on strike Monday morning unless the
upon:
employers deidde between now and
to
Kducator "1 desire to make
their demands.
that time to yield
final proof on a claim 1 have on
This was decided upon at a meeting
tlie mesa east of Albuquerque."
held on Thursday evening. The bone
of contention arises over the question
Iind Agent "Alright. Are you
deready to swear that you have
of the closed shop. The union
of
a continuous residence up- employment
Is
made
mand
for exclusive
on It for three years."
its members, which the employers reKducator "Yes sir."
fuse on the ground that there, are not 4
Agent "If you do. I ll
enough union men in the city to meet 4
you in prison."
on
put
the
tlie present demand. The men
contrary deny this assertion and claim
Proof was not made on the
claim.
that without this restriction they will
be unable to maintain an adequate
scale.

STRIKE

4
4

S

Manager It. F.. Pillow of the
Alvarado hotel made :i bet with
a, friend Thursday that 11 airy
K. Thaw would be acquitted. The
conditions of the wager were
the loser was to manipulate
that ;.,wn
mower and mow the
the
hotel park, facing Kaiiroad ave- line.
Last night, while the picnic- nade of the hotel was lined wit It
guests, enjoying the i veiling. Mr.
Fellow walked out and in a few
seconds began to mow the sev- etal squares In the park. It did
not take his friends long to get
next and in a few moments be
was being urged to make great- speed, aud also that be was
ir
missing certain spots of grass.
and besides he was given all
kinds of advice as to how to
mow grass. Mr. Follow Is from
Missouri "no more."
8
4 4 '4 4 '4 4 4
3 it

.

.

:

THREATEN

4

'

Immaculate Coiiccpr.oii
liiircb
.
Karly mass 7 a. in., high mass and
r.sia sermon at !i:3H a. in., evening service
.?:. and conference 7:,Hi.

.
.

II. S. S. com
V. S. S. pfd

i i
following colloquy,

E"
'

iollllOll

Prelude "Prayer"
Heller
A service of song,
using the new
Pentecostal Hymns.
Anthciu by the choir "I Am Alpha
and Omega"
Spanicr
offer! ory "At F.vcning"
by
pastor.
Address
the
S,,1
jtut the Lord is Mindful of
His Own"
Mendelssohn

k

1

ti

(

ISO
"IS

. .

Dencdlctlon.
Postlude "March Koto ude"
F.venlng Service.

3fi

5 S.
Greene Con
17 Vi
Shannon
. .153
Calumet and Arizona
CContrniied From I'unc One.)
r i
Mil Dominion
. .
. 7 9
Copper Uange
fa tors shielded their eyes as they fuw North liutte
his body thrown under the jumping, Hutte Coal
. .
kicking animals.
First one wagon May Cotton
?!t.4
passed over his prostrate, body, and
Total sales f; 4 7.50K.
then the other, each striking
the
body diagonally, and it was much M
Summary of Conditions.
(he surprise of those who witnessed
New
April 1 3. President
York.
the accident that (iridley raised him- Looscvelt for Taft.
on
self
his hands and knees and
Tennessee Coal has sold Its possible
crawled to the sidewalk. It neemeil rail production for the current year.
a miracle that lie had not been killed
Loudon expects Hank of Fngland
Instantly.
will have difficulty in sustaining disSympathetic persons assisted him count rate a i'ii per cent.
to the Alvarado lawn until the amCalumet and Hecla. people consider
bulance came to take him to the hos- copper is in a very strong position.
Republic steel will spend $1,500,000
pital.
Uridley is 2:( years old and came on two new blast furnaces.
Dun iteview says erratic weather
here from Kirkwood, 111., two months
ago to visit his uncle and aunt. At- makes trade reports Irregular.
torney and Mrs. Frank Aikerman.
llradstreels says trade und manuMr. Ackerman said this afternoon facturing conditions are in high degree
favorable, despite lull in dethat iiis nephew had made preparations to return to his home in Illi- mand.
gained on week's currency
Hanks
nois, and had planned to leave Albuquerque next Tuesday.
News of the movement 3.7 6. sou.
accident was wind to his home.
Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City. April 13. Cattle reMMI,
including DM) southerns.
ceipts
HE DION'T SWEAR
Market steady. Southern steers $4.00
; southern
i f.
cows $ 3. on "hi 4.25 ;
stockers and feeders $3. 7 5 'if &.3!;
w avti'.d
i
MMii: inal tiioof bulls $3.(iO'r4.2r,: calves $3.75(1)7.25;
ON HOMI.STF.AD ki
western fed steers $4.25 115.75: west(
ern fed cows $5.tMI1i 4.50.
TI'ltM IN PKISON PKOI D
en i oi: his
Sheep receipts none, market steady.
too Minekyes.
.Millions $5.25ii ti.25, lambs $i.756i)
S.oii; range wethers $ 5 5u 'n 7.i0 fed

to
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Louisville and Nashville
Missouri Pacilie
Mexican Central
National Lead
New York Central
Mi tario
a ml Western
Pennsylvania
Heading coin
Itock Island com
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Hallway
Dillon Pacific

Go-Ca- rt

over 40 styles to select
from.- - Our special offer for this week. No.
yoo
steel frame
body wood, lined with
best grade leatherette,
wood handle, enameled Brewster green, 8

d,

go-car-

4
4

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

. .

finer-flavore-

WEtersareforheadquar-

more healthful and deficioua

.

8E ASSIGNED ON

makes tho food

Police Court.

WENT DRY UNTIL. THE

'

Go-Ca- rt

Cramn Baking Powder

r

Puerco In Vain.

iversity Campus.

Folding

ymx
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SENTENCED IN

IIT&

Albuquerque Cash
Grocery Company
HOMER H. WARD. Mgr.

:

DEALER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

Q

J.IN C.NATIVE
BALDRIDGE
AND CHICAGO LUMBER
('(.vers

PAINT

S

the longest, most economical; full

RL'ILDINO
PAPER
Paint, Glass, ja-s-

Must

....
I

5

srisFi-r-

ami

more,

Always In stock.
Doors, Etc.

cor.

ave.

best, wears

looks

ineu.-ur-

am-.-

Plaster.
i

Lime,

Cement

nev siex.

:ityi i:,

L.---

to-l-

1

l.

i

s.

it'll

d

Tht

1

hum.
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SPK.IS,

tiit

at

1(ln

'

?I5 Marble

....

Ave.

Telephone 206
Two-lixii-

i

ii

chciup;

giMMl

lioust- - for lent,
roof, good well, etc

ill

Inquire tit More.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Highland Livery

SadJlu horses a specialty. I;t st
Al THE
drivers In the city.
I'roinietiiis of
"Sadie. ' the nicnic wago.
COLOMBO HALL DANCING 5ICHCCL
joim suwi AdmissKin ?08
n.Hio sun.
ladies Free

m

.

i
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EVENING CITIZEN.

"The great fault of the present pasystem Is that it provides no
to the crimimoans of
The court tells
nal on probation.
him to go and sin no more, but when
the man, sincerely repentant, trios to
find honest work, no one will employ
him because he has been convicted.he same system applies to tne msharged convict. No matter how linn- one-hal- f
mile to America's great something In their food that makes
t
he may be no one will employ est poultry farm." So reads the sign their skins as yellow as butter. When
g
him.
fowls come Into
which confronts thp traveler when ne these
"There Is n tramp nt the hnok l( was Just ae eay to sneak the
"If I steal from you the slate ar-s- alights from the train at a little vil- the market with Pat's little tin trafle- door." Mid my wife, us fhe fame Into money from the safe of the largo
accept
reI
sticking
mo
rnark
and
In'
In
lage
their bills, the deal- the mountainous anthracite
and convicts
was eatinR stores and factories as it was to rob
the dlnlnft room whore
s always pay more than the market
nui gion of Pennsylvania. As we traversed
the fruit stand and of course It paid my punisnmeni piiiiosopiiicanj.
an early breakfast.
for them. If Pat ever makes
much better. Some times we would is soon as I reach prison the state the winding road that led to the farm,
1 asked.
"What does lie look Ilki-Ret several hundred dollars In one obs me of my skill and brains and my guide told me all about the re- up his mind to go back to Ireland, he
"Well, he looks like a tramp."
to go as a stowaway.
It
to
an
won't
have
Industry.
individual markable rise of the poultry
such haul and I have succeeded in ibor nnd gives
"What's he want?"
nntraotor. thereby committing the He said that the American hen, under
three such Jobs off in
"Komethlntr to eat." she answered, getting
Ducks are more difficult to raise
and that though only a boy of same crime against me that I com the careful guidance of the poultry
AS she begun to spread a slice of bread
The contract fancier, had developed possibilities as than chickens, because they are so
lfi years.
And right here let me say mitted against you.
thickly with butter.
cowardly.
wealth-producought
The difference between the
wrong.
Convicts
a
that a certain famous jurist who was system Is nil
that were formerl"Hrlnsr him In here and let him born
In the same tenement in which
be taught a trade in prison. All y unheard of. "Think of selling eggs two Is noticeable from the start. When
eat nt the table with me," I said.
1 was born received his education
and the work I did in prison was of no at thirty-fiv- e
cents each.'V he sntd, n number of chicks are liberated from
My wife dropped the bread and
incubators they walk boldly out
opportunity in life as a result of benefit to me when I got out. In "which Is more for one egg than a the
looked startled.
in the light and begin a critical sur1
years
worked five
money given by myself and accom- Kentucky
dozen ordinarily sell for."
"Why, Mac. nre you roIiik crazy?" plices
vey
of
,At
their surroundings.
Ducklings
the
of
chairs.
seats
the
i his hard working and hon"No. If you're Roinp to feed him.
nd of my term I was discharged and
In reply to my Inquiry If he sold will peep timidly ouf of the Incubafeed him right, itlve him a square est mother.
given this old tramp's suit of clothing very many at that rate, he said: "Yes, tors, become alarmed at the st ran ire
00(1 I'raiii-In Turin.
Stole
meal." I loaned toward the kitchen
j;i In money. When I tried to Indeed; we sell hundreds of dozens nt Ights their young eyes behold for the
"As a result of my sneers in graft and
door and called.
get
outside 1 found girls and that price every season. We nre send- first time, und make a dash for the
work
I
"Ho. bo!"
atracted the attention of some of
upholstering the seats of chairs ing orders to Panama, Australia, Vnuth darkest corner available. It takes
"Yes, sir." came in answer from Ihe noted crooks of the day and they boys
I couidn t live
coaxing to get them to
a week.
r $4 and
Africa. Canada, and to people in all considerable
took me in hand and finished my eduthe tramp.
out and make a start for
parts of the Union. These orders are ventue
"Come In here."
cation as a crook. one of these on I that."
themselves,
strange to say, they
and,
asked him If there were any bank for hatching purposes. We do not get do not outgrow their
He came and stood In the kitchen crooks was 'Hed Nose Barney.' who
fear. When a
we
were
eggs,
supply
who
so
or
but
thieves
urglars
meak
much
for
table
man,
I
a
thin
little
was
mm
He
sllfrht
Kinperor
dor.
'touched' the
Pedro of
stranger
their pen they rush
the latter In large quantities. We have pen men enters
His hair was gray. Brazil on his visit to this country in iieratlng profitably now.
and emaciated.
to tne opposite side and pile
Mou a contract for furnishing a large hotel
answered.
It was cropped close to his head. His 1X73. Barney vaught the emperor as rn None at all.for he
each other several feet deep. As
safeguarding money in New York 600 dozen every week. aupon
invention
face was excessively red. There was he was leaving the Fifth Avenm horesult
of
such a scare there will al
a stubble of beard upon cheeks and tel, escorted by Mayor A. Oaky Hall ml valuables has passed the Ingeiiu- - We also have n contract to supply a ways be several
dead ducks and a
chin. He looked old and worn out. and Senator Francis Kernan, and very itv of the crook. I remember when big firm in New York with 3,000 IndozIt? number of crippled ones.
could sneak behind a bank counter en everv week, to be retailed
His clothes were threadbare. He had smoothly relieved His Majesty of a
no overcoat and as he stood In the valuable and beautiful watch. This and think nothing of getting away grocery department. This Is doubtless
It Is estimated that a duck loses
doorway he shivered. I noticed the was done by Barney to make good wiih a bunch of money. But now the largest contract ever attempted in in weight every time
It is frightened.
trembling of his hands that held an a boast he had made In the presence it's Impossible. Everything is pro this country, more, In fact, than Any so It is a mutter of good business to
old derby liut In front of him. and f a number of local politicians and. tected. Hotels and business houseto one firm could bosslbly provide from keep strangers away from their pens
used
the eggs laid bv his own hens. We and few visitors are allowed to go
a sIlRht nervous twitching of one cor- having shown his skill ami nerve he have their own detectives. It the.de-Uctivehave buyers out who gather a large
ner of his mouth.
found means of returning the watch. be that we divided ut with
One of the best ways to get a
and the portion of the supply from the rarm- - there.
but civil service
His face was sharp and weazened In company with Barney, 'Little Joe'
flock of ducklings to venture out and
s of the neighborhood.
I Itellly ami 'Leg Kentuck' (Sam Mc- - wave of reform that has swept over
and had a shrewd, cunning look.
forage
for themselves Is to put a little
Dea country has changed that.
knew Instinctively that he was of t'lure), I visited Europe In 1 S 7 and
chicken among them. They are quick
Everybody
vi Ives are honest, too.
The farm consists of eighty-tw- o
Irish descent and that he was quick for a while we did a profitable busito follow a leader, and when young
I he buildings anil yarn or me
ness, but in working off some forged s down on the crook. A crook can't acres.
wilted and keen.
Air. Chicken, who Is not afraid, leads
"Are you hungry?" I asked.
Immense plant cover over thirty-fiv- e
leters of credit we were all arrested lave a pull any more. Ami so we
off, the ducks are right
him.
"Hungry as a wolf, sir," he answer- In Smyrna, Turkey, and received three art simply forced to reform ami bo acres, and the amount of floor space They Improve their habitsafter
and get
years In a Turkish prison. If I had good.
ed quickly.
under roof Is a little more than 112,- - better manners from associating with
"All right, sit down there and eat," been compelled to serve those t hrefIn my life I 000 square feet. In addition to being the chickens, but they never outgrow
And It don t pay.
p
"Might I wash up a bit first, sir?" years, I would not now be sitting have stolen $400,(100 In cold cash, yet the largest, It Is one of the
their timidity. A light has to be kept
I took him Into the back yard and here, sir. We were soon relieved from lore I am ut 49 an outcast. home- - lied plants ever built In this country burning in their pens all night, and
gave him a basin, soap and towel the horrors of Turkish Justice by some It ss. broken in health and despised of or abroad. It Is lighted by electricity the keepers go through at regular InII men."
and watched him. He took oft his Judicial bribery. We made our way
heated by steam and watered by u tervals.
If the ducklings are left
shabby old coat and waistcoat and a back to hngland. civilization and safe
system of pipes which are fed by an alone In the dark, it Is not long until
I took him down town with me and
celluloid collar and rolled his sleeves graft, and under the loose methods on the way lie said:
Immense living well on the premises the vivid Imagination of one of them
np above the elbows and scrubbed of doing business In that country we
conjures up something at which to
I could kii to a mission and be Everything about the place Is con
himself thoroughly.
were successful ror more than a converted
get up and tell my duted on a wholesale husis. There is get scared. He will sound an alarm,
and
carestorehouse,
vegetable
collar
celluloid
year.
He washed his
and the panic which follows Is somestory. They'd make a great time over a root nnd
fully, and as he buttoned It around
thousands of bushels of beets, thing terrible. Ducks nre very fond of
The Kid drank another cun of
and exploit me as a vile sinner where
nre
etc.,
cabbage,
carrots,
turnlbs,
tits neck he said: "I never feel right coffee and continued his story. "The ine
the men who feed nnd care for them,
by the blood of Jesus. I could
without a white collar on. It's Just biggest trick we ever turned was In saved
for winter use hut any other breathing thing causes
an easy living that way. But stored away isevery fall
make
built below the level of them to go to pieces.
a habit."
Paris. There were three of us in the It would be hypocrisy, and rather This house
Job. one of them a noted Russian than be a hypocrite I'd go back to the ground to protect Its contents
TVli lnys Out of
The science of raising poultry by
frost.
crook
from
ancestors
whose
had been the penitentiary.
No, sir, I don t
As we went Into the house again
My partner wish to deceive anyone, not even my- for generations.
In one of the buildings there Is an the use of incubators and brooders
he said: "That's the first good wash crooks
r,
the Uusslan stood there in front sell.
A. B. M.
which will hold has progressed to Buch an extent that
immense
I've hud in several days. I took the andf the
fowls
bank counter and engaged the
a thousand gallons. It Is two stories there are more muchlne-mnd- e
grime off this morning In a ditch oattention
I
the clerks while sneak
high, being loaded from above and than those who owe their existence to
down In the railroad yards, but It ed back, of
biddy,
cure
the
watchful
of
along
old
walked
their
behind
the
emptied from below. Several barrels
wasn't a good wash."
natural mother. One has a tendency
of eight clerks and swept 80,-0- H. L. BiRNEY IS ABSO
of fresh meat nnd bones are dumped to
Beside his plate at the table was backsfrancs
pity the shrinking little orphans
sack and
In at once, the door bolted down and
a cup of hot coffee. As soon us he got safely offIntowithan It.alpaca
when they stagger out of the incuthree met
a pressure of seventy pounds of steam bators,
mat down he said:
"Pardon me, sir. In a cafe to divide theWemoney
with barely enough strength
and
turned Into It for thirty minutes, at to
1 will drink this coffee first.
I need the Russian, with a
ulong. They are a motherlook of deepest
the end of which time the entire sub lesstoddle
It."
OF
LUTELY
CURED
lot tif little waifs, who have to
arose and bowed pro
stance, meat, bone und all, Is reduced
He tried to lift the cup by Its han- admiration,
life
without the protection nnd
to me nnd said in his broken
to soup. Mule meat Is used almost face
dle, but his hand shook so that he foundly
English:
exclusively in making this broth. The sympathy of parental care, but they
could not Then he lifted it with both
get
seem
you
to
rate, and prob
I
superb
Oh.
Americans.
farm is In the center of the anthra- ably do not along firstbiddy's
hands and sipped It dry before he put salute you, my superiors. No Euro
T
miss old
attentions
district, so that aged and
coal
cite
it down.
pean
have done that. No one
lame animals: or those killed by ac on account of never having known
and 'then he but ancould
"That's fine," he said,
them.
American.'
The
cident, are easily obtainable.
drank another before 1 bothered him
When feeding time comes, the
The Russian took his share of the
sou n made from the- - flesh of the
with questions.
keepers have a peculiar call which
booty
went
and
to
home
food
Russia
and
the
mix
with
is used to
"Have you been on a drunk?" 1 used it to secure the release of his Gives Pulmollne Credit for mules young
never falls to bring the tiny feathered
fowls.w
of the
asked while he was salting his eggs. brother, who was serving a life sent
v
beauties In swarms from every direcHe looked at me quickly.
ence.
tion. The attendants also have an
I
met
In
with
Is
their
Regained
never mixed
HealthWeighs
them both
London
Water
"You Judge that from my red nose afterward.
food from the time they leave the alarm call which is a sort of Imita
But that s not
and face, he said.
Five Years In SIihj Slug.
Incubators until they are sent to mar- tlon of the whirring noise of a hawk's
More Than Ever
normal. That comes from riding all
In event of a storm coming
ket. They are given plenty to drink, wings.
After our return to America the
night in the cold wind. It was bitter
but the soup from the meajt of the up suddenly, they can clear the yards
of bad luck seemed to camp
cold last night. No sir, I don t drink. demon
in
less
time
in
than it takes to tell It
them
for
better
upon
considered
is
our trail and in less than one
Haven't touched a drop in five years. year we
that mules
How regretful
Gratitude!
food. Great quantities of bread by sounding this alarm, for which
their
were all in Sine Sing on more
I spent my last dime last evening
how
It
not
And
manifest.
of
is
fed to the growing fowls. They the little birds soon learn to be on the
charges. It was while doing
for a cup of coffee and a sandwich different
one feels are
consume from 600 to 1,000 loaves lookout. The natural enemy of the
nve years in mat famous old prison unburdened andlay happy
at Newton."
egotism.
aside
all
when
he
does
dally. Shell is purchased by the car young chicks and ducklings is the rat,
"Why, that's away over In Kansas, that I became a great reader of or
if you will, and place load" and
ground by machinery on but ferrets are kept on the place and
books.
Before this I had acquired a honor and praise
Isn't it?" I asked.
ana
where honor
The food is carted the loss from the depredations of the
knowledge of men and an ex- praise are due.
the premises.
"Yes. I rode all night irr an open fair
about the place on a little tramway. rodent are small.
coal car and got here this morning. pert acquaintance with the seamv
as
picture
a
this
is
such
Just
It
through
the
of that this paper has to place before When the track runs
I believe I'd side of life and with the world
I got chilled through.
Cured of ltliciunatlsin.
must In some places, it
vards,
In reading the works of the Its
asit
have frozen If a tramp that was In graft.
Mr. Win. Henry of Chattanooga,
readers, and because of the fact is built on trestles so as not to injure
the same car hadn't made me wear great masters of English literature I that all of the characters are local
Tenn.,
hnd rheumatism in his left
realized for the first time thut my residents of this city that it should or disturb the young fowls.
his overcoat."
arm. "The strength seemed to have
was
me
an
a
mistake.
you
knowhim?"
"Did
more appeal to the reader as
The killing house, where the poul- gone out of the muscles so that o.
i no nrsi dook i ever read
was all the to
"No, never saw him before. But
the one who interviewed try is dressed for the market, has was useless for work," he says. "I
lteade's
'Love Me Little itthe did
he was big and strong, and he saw I Charles
speaker.
floors that incline toward the rear applied Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
I was
never in
was pretty weak, and he made me Love Me Long.
But a few days since, it was learn wall, so that all water, blood, etc., wrap'ped the arm In flannel at night.
ilay
my
school
a
in
life,
I
was
a
but
wear his overcoat. I only weigh 115
ed that one H. L. Blrney, of Kanmay be easily drained off after a and to my relief I found that the pain
smart Kiel, away above the average in sas
pounds, and I have bronchitis.
City, who came to Albuquerque days killing.
In the height of the gradually left me and the strength
to read for the benefit
I had noticed that as he talked he intelligence, und 1 learned
not
health
had
of his
season the men go to work at 3 returned. In three weeks the rheu
some way. As long ago as I can re only regained his
had a hacking cough.
health,
but
normal
The live mntlsm had disappeared and has not
o'clock in the morning.
"Where are you from?" I inquired member 1 could read. So when they that he actually
weighed twelve birds ure brought to the killing house since returned."
If troubled with
"Well, sir, I'm only ten days out seiu me to sing Hing 1 read my first pounds more than he ever did in his In
the cars of the tramway. The ar- rheumatism try a few applications of
nook, and In It was a character. David life, and
of the Kentucky penitentiary, after Dodd,
You
are certain to be
that all of this had been rangement of this house Is as complete Pain Balm.
a sailor, who was so simple and accomplished
serving a term of five years there,
In a few months after
it Is possible to make It. It has pleased with the relief which It af
Up to this point my wife had been noble and honest that I fell in love he had suflered with tuberculosis for as
by
fords.
sale
all druggists.
For
extend
benches,
which
long
picking
him.
It was a revelation to three years and had traveled to al
listening with an air of protest against with
entire length of one side of the
the
to myself:
NOTICK
PUBLICATION.
the tramp's presence ut the table. me. IfI said
every
FOIt
known health resort.
building. Each operator has a winthere's such men us that In most
Nor she left the room quickly and
the reader may have no rea dow to afford him plenty of light.
then I must be a damned sonThat
Department of the Interior, Land
I heard her locking doors behind her the worldright
to doubt the facts In this par There are scalding vats, feather bins,
and
there I resolved to live
.as she fled upstairs to where
the rat.'
case, Mr. Blrney's own words cooling troughs, dripping racks, pack- Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March 26
honestly when 1 went out. I read ticular
children were sleeping.
However, before this, ing benches, feather presses, billing 1907.
will
be
all of Heade's books and many more It shouldgiven.
Notice Is hereby given that George
be added that Mr. Blrney is tlesks. ice breakers,
und Kirochlma,
platform
Ho Was Born a Crook.
I read Spinoza's philosophy and the
of Laguna, N. M., has
"Your wife needn't be frightened works of John Locke, and then I de isslstant cashier of the Kansas State hanging scales, und numerous other filed
notice of his intention to make
of me," he said. "You could lay a cided that I'd be a lawyer und I read bank at Kansas City, and that noth- little contrivances so that thousands final five-yeproof in support of his
ing more than gratitude toward his of birds can be turned out with u
thousand dollars on that table and Bluckstone and Priestly and Alexan
claim, viz.:
Homestead entry No,
sympathy
fellow speetl that seems Incredible.
and
for
benefactors
leave me alone In the house and I uer
Cooke und Lord Ellenbourgh."
6S43, made September 12, 1902, for
sufferers would induce him to come
wouldn't touch it. I'm not a thief,
you
law
practice
And
did
t
when before the public with such a testl
XW Vl SW
NW 14 and
sir. 1 m a crook.
The manner In which the eggs are the N
you came out?"
SW 14. section 18, township
taken care of Is a departure. The far- NW
"For heaven's sake, what's the difI wus filled up monlal.
"No.
found
that
7
range
4
N,
W,
fol
as
Blrney's
were
Mr.
words
and that said proof
mer's wife generally gathers them in
ference between a thief and a crook?" with the literature of law without
upron, puts them away In any will be made before Sllvestre Mira
"A distinct difference, sir. A thief any technical knowledge of It. But lows:
her
When you ask me what I have sort of receptacle that happens to be bal, U. S. Court Commissioner at San
is an instinctive pilferer. You can 1 stuck to my resolution to be honnot trust him. A crook is a man est. When I was released I returned to say of Pulmollne and the method empty und close at hand, and after Rafael, N. M., on May 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
who became a crook, because that to New York City and declared my- - of treating tubercular persons I hard they have accumulated sufficiently to
residence
was the line of least resistance by aeu to an my old companions, and ly know what to say first. I might make It worth while, packs them In to prove his continuous
you here all night and never bran or sawdust, and takes them to upon, and cultivation of, the land
keep
which he arose. A crook knows It Is let me
say here thut everyone of cease talking, but I never could give
wrong to steal and he would rather them encouraged
A new nnd novel viz: Charles Carr, Lorenzo Romero,
village
store.
the
me. Now began a sufficient praise to these people who
not steal, but he has expensive habits. struggle for an honest
plan Is In effect at this big farm. Juan Palle, Jose M. Caco, all of La
livelihood that have simply siuUcued me from a There
are 20ini hens in the laying de- guna. N. M.
which can only be gratified by graft- though on the whole has
a fail knawiug death.
partment. The dally product of this
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ing. I have been a crook most of ure, I have never entirely been
abandoned
I will tell you the whole story of immense flock is from 1,000 to 1,200
my life, not from choice, but because and I am now once more fresh
Register.
from
1
every
my
per
case,
wish that
throughout the
eggs.
At Intervals
I had to."
a five years' term of Imprisonment son in theand
Is
is
Dyspepsia
suf
our
United
who
States
national ailment
day the eggs are collected, the date
In answer to many questions he told
tne same old light. '
fering from tuberculosis might read stamped
upon them, then they are Burdock Blood Bitters is the national
this story of his past: "My name Is niaKing
Why He Could Not Kcforni.
in
its
it
cure
packhave
and
sincere
faith
the
strengthens
it.
paper,
for
It
In
Meany.
nictly
m
tissue
wrapped
I
in
known
all
John
the
"You didn't stick to your good leso truthfulness us I put in the telling. ed neatly in boxes holding a dozen membranes, promotes flow ofstomach
dlges
as 'Kid lutton,
eastern police department
then?
It was during the Kansas City flood each, anil the chances are that If live Juices, purities the blood, builds
Meutey. I was what is known as a
Nobody
coludn't.
"I
employ
would
you
I
egg
up.
contracted
the
disease.
That
that
noon,
her
bldy cackles before
'sneak thief," one of the cleverest In me. I am not strong enough to work was
o
four years ago, and since wll'be broken that same evening by
the country. I was born forty-nin- e
pick and shovel no one will thut almost
I have traveled extensively some cook as he prepares the 6 o'clock
NOTICK IX) U PUBLICATION.
time
years ago In Baxter street, New York, with
me
hire
so
for
I cume but grew gradually weaker.
And
that.
spent
I
In a crowded tenement house, near to want and had to apply to crooks one year
meal for the guests in a New York
Department of the Interior, Land
in San Antonio, Tex.; one hotel.
what used to be called the Five Points fur aid and soon I was back at the
Otflce at Santa Fe, N. M., March 26,
in
M.;
Koswell,
N.
one
Colorado
in
to
naturally
graft
as
as
I
took
and
old work, and soon I fell again and Springs, Colo., and finally came to
Part of the business of the plant 1907.
the babies of that locality took to served a year in Joliet and then this Mbuiiuurque, scarcely alive. At the
Notice Is hereby given that Antonio
consists of supplying young ducks
llrt. From stealing apples and ba live years in Kentucky.
1 weighed
I
to
place
came
this
lime
to summer hotels, clubs, Palle. of Laguna, N. M.. has filed no.
chickens
ami
nanus from fruit stands to tapping
you
"What do
trojMse to do now ? 130 pounds,
1
now
weigh lbb. high-clas- s
steamship lines tice of his intention to make final
the tills of small candy and grocery
"I want some simple Job that will which is twelve pounds more than I ami marketrestaurants,
proof In support of hla claim
dealers who cater to the
cores was but a step in the school of earn
me
enough
buy
to
a
1
three
meals
my
um
life, ami
weighed In
Homestead entry No. 6842
best trade of the big cities. These viz.:
graft In which I was born. However, day and pay for a room in which to ever
gaining
A
February 12. 1902, for the S
now.
made
day.
price.
ever
flesh
high
a
1 was naturaly intelligent,
commund
broilers
ambitious sleep und to buy the cheap books
"But about the treatment: 1 heard pair of ducks ten weeks old sell in s NW Vi section 28, township 6 N,
and 'nervy' and I soon began with love to read. That is all I wish und
Pulmollne treatment, and went to the market for 12.50. An Irishman range 5 W, and that said proof will
ether boys older than myself to look ull ask. All my passions ure burn of
them. Ill their office in the Occidental has the reputation of raising the fin- be made before Sllvestre Mirabel, U.
for bigger game. I soon found that ed out. My vanities have been crush building
for advice. I had tried
ducks that go Into the eastern S. Court Commissioner, at San Rafael,
ed so often thut 1 know well my own everything else and took up their est
107.
Pat came over from the old N. M., on May 6,following
insignificance. I have no delusions treatment as a last resort. Before I market.
He names the
witnesses to
us a stowaway, got a Job on
about myself. All of life's prizes hav had 'been under their cure two weeks acountry
duck ranch, made a study of the prove his continuous residence upon,
passed me by; I um a wreck, strand
a
positively
knew
cure
now
fowl,
of,
had found
and cultivation
and
the land, vU.:
1
ed upon the shore.
ask simply to knew it, for I felt different, had uu life and habits of theauthority on the Charles Carr. Lorenzo Romero. Juan
be left there to lie where I may bask ap elite, and begun ,.t once to gain he is a recognized
science of producing fine specimens. Palle. Jose M. Caco, all of Luguna,
a few years in the sun and wher
l.esh.
He knows all sorts of tricks about the N. M.
nature's dowers may grow up around
you
it
means
could realize what
"if
MANUEL R OTERO.
business. For Instance, Just before he
nie. 1 never want to steal a penny to me to have seen myself slowly sends
Register.
his birds to market he puts
again. I want. I earnestly desire, to linking Into the grave, and then to
lie honest.
If I can only get work have the Immeasureable Joy of feeling
ami be honest 1 11 be willing to Stan
myn-l- f
rise again, then, but lot unup ami let the whole world Jeer und til
No woman's happithen, can you know the gratitude
Jibe at me and shout 'convict' ut me
ness can be complete
feel toward this cure.
There is
until they are hoarse.
nothing I would not say for
docwithout children ; it
The old, broken down crook was tor ami his cure I only wish the
I could
is her nature to love
seized with a tit of coughing which :y enough. Just as much as a perthreatened to choke him. Then he son values his life Is the value he
and want them
ctiitiiiued:
must put upon having It saved,
us much so as it is
"Somewhere in this world there ar while I cannot begin to express und.
my
men who ure brave enough to throw toolings, I tan and earnestly do say
to love the beau- all conventionalities aside and say that it is my slncerest hope that
Til
tiful and pure.
I
being
a
'Here
human
sinking,
thousand of tubercular persons may
Don't have that tired,
neip save mm.
nui l ve never me read this testimonial from the heart The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass,
such a man. All I've ever heard has and receive the blessings that have however, is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the
run-dow- n
and languid feelbeen Move on, move on.
For thirty been mine.
thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is no
years they ve been moving me on
Prepare
ing this Spring.
"1 might go on and tell you of the very
to
one
another,
from
Job
one method of treatment, but that would necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful or dangerous.
from
for
the
system
season's
the
tow n to another. That a 'Kid Meauev titke too much of your time, and it The use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system for the coining event
move him along.' The whole system is not necessary. However, I do wish
change by taking a course
of treating criminals is wrong."
you would say that the treatment is that it is safely passed without any danger. This great and wonderful
It w il
of the Bittera.
"How would you remedy iff"
pleasant. I always was anxious for remedy is always ap- "The first time a man Is arrested mv visit to the doctor and in each rdir1 pvtfrnillv nnd
clean out winter impurities
for a crime he should never be sent Instance I left him. confident that Just
from the blood and cure
has carried thousands
to prison. His sentence ought to be that much more hud been done tol
suspended
there should be some ward restoring me to more than my of women through the
Spring Fever, General function ofand
government by which be normal health."
suffering.
would be given employment ut fair
Mr. Birney is a roomer at 523 East trying crisis without
Debility, Dyspepsia, Inwages.
He would be on parole, but Kutlroud avenue, but he feels thut he
8nd for free book eonUlning inforuutioo of
Talue lu all xpcuu( uiulhur.
digestion or Costiveness.
furnished with employment. Then ...iiua wciii j ii.
t 1. v .i
luuer- - priceltaa
lie steals again hit him with the full culosis and will shortly return to his Tbi Bradtleld Regulator Cs., Atlanta, Ga.
force of Ihe law.
home in Kansas City,
role
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MONTEZIIMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

rich-lookin-
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NEW MEXICO

capital and surplus. $100,000

one-da-

er

INTEREST

ALLOWED

With Amp's Mean

DEPOSITS

SAVINGS

ON

and Unsurpassed

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicits

s.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; MSf. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldgre, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
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DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCIUSOX, TOFEKA AND SANTA FE RT.

best-equi-

DD

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

lt-iso-

JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

food-cooke-

Preoldssrt
Vice President
CaJhler
Assistant Cashier
Director

u. m.
VOMITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeks k Saota Fs

1600, OOMi
$250,000.
Railway Company

il

o

STRICTLY PRIVATE

m

self-prld-

MEW MEXICO

We solicit your banking

business and with the
assurance on our part

e,

that it will be kept

PRIVATE

STRICTLY

t$taie National BanR
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
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Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

X

five-yea-

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
It's Hard to Tell
nood paint from bad by just looking
nt a pot of paint. It's only after it
ban been exposed to the weather for
a few months that you can see the
erfectH of poor paint. Then il is too
late. If you buy your paints
us
you always get Kond paint the ofkind
I

r
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1
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L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the

RUBonDnflinidan0

jtn

GRANDE

COOOSKscososksos
"OLD RELIABLE."

1

1

ears.

Corner Third and Marquette

1

Fitters

hat

1

larst

and Most Exclusive Stock of
In the Southwest.

P

aple Groceries In
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FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

OSKoso
THE

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M

Albuquerque Lumber Co,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkole Roofing

First and Marquette

i)

Alfeuqaerqae, New Mexico
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Positive
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MOST

Best Food Preserver.
the Walls
of heat and

Rest

;

TO

IN YEARS

Dead Air "Spaces in

'

cold.
Rubber Strip Around Doors
Question of Rates.
.
makes it air tight. Just a few
of the many features of the
Baldwin Refrigerator ask us
April 13. Commenting upiihnnt the others. It's a nlefis- - on Belfast.
the situation in the linen market,
ure to show them.
says: "So
the Belfast News-lettfar as our staple trade Is concerned,
W. V. frulrells Furniture Co, It would appear as If the top rung
the ladder had not even yet been
Pnone 376 of
Cor. Coal and 2nd
reached, and were It not for the
lengthened time required by producers as regards delivery, It is unquescontracts
extensive
tionable
JOHN BANKS ATTACKED could be that
bookudi Just flow". eTpn at
the most extreme requirements from
a coast standpoint. America retains
the lead which It took in the conB
sumption of the lightest nnd finer
COUNTY
makes of white goods, but, while such
is the case, the numerous other classes of linens continue in demand far
beyond expectations, even the long
neglected damask goods moving off
with a considerable- amount of freedom.
Our home markets, which
seemed to waken up shortly after the
Driven Desperate by Hunger present year opened, have been taking goods in a steadily Increasing
fashion, and there are certain IndicaAnimals Invade Old
tions that the volume will speedily
become much more in keeping with
Man's Tent.
what ought to be than what has been
In evidence during the past few years,
because whatever was the cause for
Mr. John Hanks, an old man who it, there is no doubt that the demand
Is at work on the new Irrigation ditch for linen goods from our home marbeing dug twelve miles west of town, kets has been wretchedly poor for
Spinners have
was attacked by three bloodthirsty several years back.
(Coyotes about 10 o'clock last Friday been able to add largely to their ornight, says the Detning Graphic. Mr. ders for line wefts, and the almost
7s for the
Hanks has his bunk tent some dis if cord prices of 6s 9d to
have been paid for
tance from the main camp and was range of numbers
quantities,
a rather
with
considerable
getting ready to retire when the three lengthened
time arranged for degray beggars of the plains surroundyarns
Tow
have been in
ed his tent and began ripping it Into livery. request,
but so far as they
The old man leaped out steady
shreds.
there has been the
into the darkness with the three are concerned,
disposition shown to forcast the
snarling brutes at his heels. He gave same
spinners, as a
out a
that aroused the en- future.are Continental
not offering much for detire camp and brought immediate rule,
livery during the present year, and
help. When the alarm was turned Indeed,
may
said, that the deprevailed and the liveries itwhich be
In consternation
they are at present
word Indian was on everybody's lips. making opposite orders close upon
However .there was a patriotic eager- two years ago are anything but satisness to get Into the affray and when factory to customers. In the manuthe atmosphere had cleared up a facturing nnd the chief business
little, one lone coyote was found to be done was In light goods for dress
very dead.
purposes for which some large
It Is something out of the ordinary
were placed. Most manufacfor coyotes to attack man, especially turers are now quite as well hooked
when there are but a few together. ahead a.s they desire to lie, and the
In this instance the wolves must have conditions, so far as delivery is conbeen locoed.
cerned, are in all cases of a most
unbinding description."
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LOST

TRAINMEN

8730.000

BY

i

BELAY

i

It is estimated that the delay In
negotiations between the
western railroads and the conductors
and trainmen cost these employes
The expenses of
about. $730,000.
the committees representing the conaggregated
ductors and trainmen
about $1,000 per day. or about $3(1, (MM)
The prolongation
for thirty days.
of the conference set back the date
when the increase in wages would
become effective from March 1 to
April 1, or thirty days.
Had. the original proposition of the
railroads been accepted in February,
said h railroad otllcial, the Increases,
varying from 8 to 10 per cent, would
hate become effective on March 1.
The continuation of the negotiations
in March postponed the increases in
wages until April 1. In addition, the
through
conductors and trainmen,
their organizations, bore the expenses
of their committees.
Both the railways and the conductors and trainmen appear to be satisfied with the agreement which they
Roth parties believe, too,
reached.
that they learned .much that they did
not know before about the railroad
service.
As far as the public is concerned,
the opinion seems to be growing that
all differences can and should be adjusted amicably, and that, If necessary, arbitration is a good last, resort.
There is manifest a strong sentiment
against strikes or walkouts.
cunpJmLiDR

engine goes

OVER
AN EMBANKMENT.
What might have proved a very
disastrous wreck occurred In the
smelter yards of the Plnos Altos narrow gauge line about 5 o'clock last
Wednesday afternoon, says the .Silver
At that time ent'ity Enterprise.
gine No. 4, drawing nine loaded ore
care, jumped the track on a sharp
curve just below the residence of
Manager C. J. Laughren, of the Comanche company, and rolled down t
ten-foembankment, dragging six of
Engineer Thomas
the cars with it.
O'Meara and Fireman William Tarr
Tnt down .vlth the engine, which
rolled over about once and a half,
twrily demolishing the locomotive and
scalding the enginemen.
O'Meara
received Revere burns about the neck
and the back from the escaping
steam, and Fireman Tarr was scalded
on the legs.
The Injuries of both,
while painful, are not serious and
both will be out of the Silver City
A
large
hospital within a week.
force of men was put to work at once
repairing the track and trattlc was
not delayed to any extent.
ot

AWAIUIED DAMASKS KOI I
BEING PIT OFF TRAIN
El Paso, April 13. A jury in the
federal court yesterday gave a verdict
in favor of M. Melvin. of this city,
against the Southern Pacific Railroad
company, for 13,550.
Melvin sued the railroad company
for $10,000 damages, charging that a
conductor on the road refused to
honor a ticket which Melvin claimed
to have bought at the ticket ofilce of
the railroad company, the conductor
saying it was a scalpers' ticket. When
the conductor refused to accept the
ticket Melvin was put off the train,
when he declined to pay the conductor cash fare. The case was tried
Thursday, going to the jury late in
the afternoon.

gets Mt.omt
smith
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Won. Lost.

Chicago
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
Boston
St. I,ouis

0
0
o

1
1
1

i)
1

1

Pittsburg

York
Brooklyn

New

.. .,

n
0

I

I
I

)

American lcagiie.

Won. Lost.

St. Louis
New York

0
0

1
1

Pet.

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Pet.

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
.000
.000
."00
.000

0
Detroit
1
0
Philadelphia
0
t
Chicago
1
0
Washington
)
1
Cleveland
1
0
Boston
At Boston
n
game postThe
poned from Thursday was the only
game played in the big leagues yesterday.
It. H. re.
1
1
6
Boston
0
0
3
Brooklyn
Batteries Young an Needham;
Stricklett and Hiitler.
Here Is Hoy Corhan's record in
Wednesday's game at Pueblo: At bat
2,
six times, hits 3, runs 1. put-ouassists 1, errors 0.
O-- iUoswell Is preparing to have a base
ball tournament during the Cattlemen's convention, which is held there
next week.
O
The elegant new suits for Dealing's
base ball club have arrived, says the
Demlng Grajihir.
The color of the
uniforms Is a rich cardinal with pearl
gray coats. They are beauties and
are as line as the big leagues wear.
Every indication points to Demlng
having this year the best team in the
Many great "finds"
town's history.
are being discovered among the newcomers. I .oral fans may expect to
be highly entertained this season.
o
Whooping Cough.
I
have used Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy in my family In cases of
whooping cough, and want to tell you
that it is the best medicine I have
ever used. W. F. Oaston, Posco, Ga.
This remedy is safe and sure. For
sale by all druggists.
1

Boston-Brookly-

ts

7'S HERE GALORE.!
We've two and three piece Suits of all suitable and stylish
Summer fabrics. Thin Coats, Thin Trousers, Negligee Shirts,
Thin Underwear, Hosiery and all sorts of Thin Toggery for
Summer Wear. And the best of the story is the fact that our
prices are also thin enough for your satisfaction and comfort.

Officials.

ts

There Is more Catarrn in this section
of the country than all other diseases
put together, and until the last few years
was supposeu to be Incurable.
For a
great many years doctors pronounced It
a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure
with local treatment, pronounced IncurScience has proven catarrh to
able.
be a constitutional disease ana therefore
requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only
constitutional cure on the market. It
is taken Internally in doses from 10
drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly
on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. They offer one hundred dollars
for any case it fails to cure. Send for
Address:
circulars and testimonials.
F. J. CHK.NET & CW.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by nil Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

April 13. A good
Washington.
.'lory concerning the relations existing between President Roosevelt and
Secretary Taft and the president and
Secretary Hoot Is frdd by one who is
familiar with the goings on among
those who comprise the first tier of
It runs as folthe administration.

Summer Suits at - - $12 to $30
Summer Trousers at $2 to $6
Hardly think you can mention an article of Clothing or
Toggery that would add to your Summer comfort that we cannot show in a style to please you. Come, see.

lows:
Mr. Taft's personul relations with
Mr. Hoosevelt are close and cordial.

They are more like chums than mere
Hut the president is
the elder ond the dominating brother.
This Is not merely true because he
He Is the
Is the superior officer.
more forceful and determined, and
It Is likely he would dominate Taft If
their official positions were reversed.
The president and Secretary Taft
are much alike In habit of thought.
Taft rarely acts as an adviser to the
president.
It is seldom he induces
the president to take his view of a
matter when It hnppens the president
has views of his own. Mr. Hoosevelt
said recently that he and Secretary
Taft almost Invariably looked at
things in the same way. He could
usually tell how Taft would view a
question before he opened his mouth
to discuss it. Hence, the president Is
said to have declared, when puzzling
problems came to him, he usually
sought the advice of Secretary Hoot
rather than that of Secretary Taft as
to the best way of solving them.
Hoot when called upon for advice,
gives it to the president as he would
A proposition Is stated
to a client.
to him and he tells what he thinks
about it. There Is a warm friendship
existing between the twd men, dating
back to their youth, nnd Hoot knows
Hoosevelt like a book. He does not
always convince as a rule he does
not for in these latter days the
president has come to act on his own
initiative without consulting the members of his cabinet.
Itlttcn by a Spkicr.
Through blood poisoning caused by
a spider bite, John Washington, of
Bosqueville. Tex., would have lost his
leg, which became a mass of running
sores, had he not been persuaded to
try Hucklin's Arnica Salve. He writes:
"The first application relieved, and
four boxes healed all the ores."
Heals every sore. 25c at. all druggists.
(ellow-offlcial-

s.

BETAItELAS F.N F.I.

vai.i.i;

NAPF.STA

Xcfossltan 1.000 0Krnrlw Para
mii DesnJjo y Cultlvo.
Velnticlnco mil acres transplantados
uara la. companla "American Heet
Sugar Company" por los cultivadores
que moran cerea de Pueblo, Fowler,
Manzanola, Hocky Ford, Ias Animas,
Prowers, Lamar y Amity. So necesi-tata- n
varios miles de hombres y

para

el

M.Fine Clothing
M AN
DELL
and Furnishings.

OO.

TMI WMMINOTOM

The Price of Health.
$200 REWARD.
"The price of health in a malarious
district is just 25 cents; the cost of a
Is offered for the capture of
box of Dr. King's New Life Pills,"
the murderer of Benewrites Ella Slayton, of Noland, Ark. detto Pettine,
Berardlnelll. Crime was comNew Life Pills cleanse gently and Impart new life and vigor to the sys- mitted In Albuquerque Monday, Febtem. 25c. Satisfaction guaranteed at ruary 4.
C. A. and C. ORANDB.
all druggists.

PHOPOSAUS FOR HHICK BUILDING, TANK AND TOW EH AND
EXTENSION.
LK5HT
KLEOTHIC
Department of the Interior, ollice of
Indian Affairs. Washington, D. C,
March 23. 1H0 7. . SEALED
plainly marked on the outside of the envelope. "Proposals for
Buildings, etc., Albuquerque, New
Mexico," and addressed to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, 1). C, will be received at the Indian Otllce until two o'clock p. m. of
April 30, 1907, for furnishing and de-

i
'

PltO-POSAL-

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

trabajo

en los

enm-po-

s

Los cultivadores
betabeles.
pagaran 15 centavos la hora por el
trabajo diarto; pern los contratos por
acre para el desalje, el cultlvo y la
cosecha. e.s nias preferible y mas
para el operarlo. El trabajo
einplezara probalemente temprano en
el ine de mayo. Los operarlos se
su proplo alimento y hospe-daj- e.
Indivlduos o familias llegando
al Valle del Xapesta como a medlados
TERRITORIAL CAPITAL
de mayo, oncontraran bastante trabajo remunerative.
Para mas informa-cio- n
Beet
escribnnse a "American
OFFICIAL MATTERS Sugar Company, Hocky Ford, Colo., o
Lamar, Colo.
AMERICAN HEET SI'OAIt COMPAHOCKY FOHD, COLO.
TIIF NOItltlS I.ITAS IRRIGATION AM ENY,
It I CAN HICHT Sl'C.AH COMPACOMPANY IS CAPITALIZED
NY, I --A MA It. COLO.
1 OK $11.(100.
Hegulates the bowels, promotes
natural movements, cures conSanta Fe, X. M., April 13. Th-- ; easy,
Hegulets.
Ask
stipation Doan's
following articles
of incorporation your
druggist for them. 2! cents a
have been tiled in the office of Terribox.
torial Secretary J. W. Iiaynolds
comIrrigation
The N'orris-I.uca- s
pany. Principal place of business at
Artesia, Eddy county.
Territorial
agent, Riley Norris, at Artesia. Capital stock $14,000, divided into one
hundred nnd forty shares of the par
value of $100 each. Object, establishing water works system for domestic and irrigation purposes. DuraRiley
tion fifty years. Incorporators
Norris, John M. Norris ami William
B. l.ucas, all of Artesia.
The board of trustees of the New
Deaf and
.Mexico Asylum for the
Dumb held a meeting at the Institution yesterday, Major K. J. l'alen presiding as president and S. O.
at his post as secretary- - treasBEST OF QUALITIES
present
urer. The other members
were Ilenjamin M. Head, Grant
and J. A. Wood. Xo business
of Importance was transacted aside
from the auditing of bills which were
ordered paid upon approval.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
W. V.
For Sal.
.0flX20C0tX3t)0CCOO0O
Futrelle.

Dr. linn' 8
Nor; Biscovory
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Thos. F. Keleher
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A. E. WALKER,

Every Woman

M oat fonvvii- tffnt. It
uauuiuy- -

pro-curar-

Aki. vanr (1 ni ct.1 t fnr (t.
If lift cannot aunulv UlA
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Standard Plumbing & Heating Go

m

--

Um BIst CD for unnatnr.il
ditcfaarKM.faflanitnatiuoi.

U irritation! or uluorntiout
jf MUhiuiiH
l MrleMrt.
of m a flo n mem rra.na

FYVM.lB CaBBtMiM.
VHt Evans ChwkjwCo.

.iiiwn..f- -

ulnn.
ffVQt Of pO.HUDOOl.
Sole by DranUU,
Painlaae

.nil tint

l or wnt In plain
br

.00.

wrapper,

mnrcM. vrcoaid. fur
or S trot t If ii.7ft.

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and

the

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
KIGHT PRICES

l.

212

RIO

GRANDE

RAILROAD

For Information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

J. KORBER & CO.
NORTH SECOND ST.

'

rOTI A ORAD I
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ha.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Fresh and Salt Its
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIENWORT
Masonlo Building, North Third 8tre
All Kinds of

&

DENVER

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

TRY US;

ht

...The...
"SHORT LINE"

Circular mq( on rwiueiC

Do You Need

MAUGEK

with Raube and Mauger
Of floe, 115 North First Be
ALBUQUERQUE, N. kf.

MEN AND WOMEN.
JUgftaJ

W. E.

WOOL

il!u.uutpt hook whIpm. It rlr
full iwURUInra Mil ilirt.ctiotii
.
TaliMMn to Imtli. MA II VI I.
4
d ktrMi, M.W lllllk.

paoeoooaoxaooaoo

Merry-go-iounf-

-

v"

,

Cart-wrig-

KILLthe COUCH

AND CURE THB LUNCO
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
livering the necessary materials and
TRANSFER STABLES.
WITH
labor required to construct and complete a dormitory and a mess hall, Horses and Mules Bought and E
steam
plumbing,
brick,
of
with
both
changed.
heat and electric light; also a tank
and lower and an extension of ths BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
electric lighting system, all In strict Second Street, between Railroad and
0NSUMPTI0N
Price
accordance with plans, specifications
Copper Avenue.
and Instructions to bidders. which
OUGHSand
BOciSI.OO
may be examined at this otllce, the
OLDS
Fret Trial.
olllces of the "Improvement Uulletln,"
Minneapolis. Minn.: "American ConSurest and Quickest Cure for ail
tractor," Chicago. 111.: "Citizen," AlTHROAT and LUNO TROUBbuquerque, N. M.; "New Mexican,'' One DEVOKS READY PAINT
LES, or MONEY BACK.
Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet.
Santa Fe, N. M.: "Journal," Kansas
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
City,
St.
Mil;
Stops Iveaks, Lasts Fire Years.
Louis. Mo.; Builders' and Traders'
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
Exchanges, St. Paul, Minn., Minneapolis, Minn.. Omaha. Neb.; Northwesthf t or
408
West
Avanua
Railroad
ji,
'Ai'ttv and otuWukms.lnort'ftf
ern Manufacturers' Asso., St. Paul,
vi.ri
o( tofntraav-rVand bantii "pain
B ''
Minn.. lr. S. Warehouses at Chicago,
liuii." TUey ate l.Ut Mtivm"
fcija"' Uifirltt wanianlioou. aiOtuw
III., St. Louis. Mr., omaha, Nebr., nnd
"iomi nt or or n an una itm.
New York, X. Y., and at the school.
women
P u known remei'y for
l,,n'annot no nnrm llir
apply to
For further Information
r
Burton 11. Custer, Supt.. Albuquera.. M..II
.v ....... I ..v.
que. X. M., C. F. LA Hit A BEE, Acting
Commissioner.
SON.
AKS
rOR AhV BY
ticntle nnd Fffcctlve.
A well
known Manitoba editor
DON J. RANKIN & CO.
writes: "As an Inside worker I find
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT
Chnmberlain's
Stomach and Liver
Announcement
LOANS.
Tablets invaluable for the touches of
Automatic Phone 4S1.
biliousness natural to sedentary life,
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bulldlns
their action being gentle and effective,
Having acquired an Interest in the
clearing the digestive tract and the
Plumbing
and Heating
Price, 25 cents. Samples Standard
head."
company, Mr. John Strumquist will in
free. All druggists.
future have charge of the mechanical
riRK
department and attend to the instalINSURANCE
Secretary Mutual Bnlldlne Assona-tiolation of all plumbing and heating
iiouia mow
it wwmtu'fitheanawonderful
Office at 217 West Uallre4
about
work
to
company.
entrusted
this
LMARVELwhirlingSpray
W

lux

So

de

Washington
Fashioned Apparel

S. K. HOOPER,
General Passenger ii Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.

O. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and H Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque. Telephone No. III.
Give oi your ROUGH DRY wor.
Monday, and get It back Wednesday
Imperial Laundry Co.

im;f.sKOl

a--

of $25,000.

The case of Harry 1!. Save vs. the
Paso & Southwestern is now on
trial in Judge Hoggin's court. The
damages for IJo.oOO, alplaintiff
leging the loss of an arm as the result
of an accident while working for the
defendant company.
Kl

ai-k-s

A

con-liac-

National Ijeuirm.

For Summer Comfort?

ill

TliU EsTFIlN

April 13. Emory Smith
s
awarded damages in the sum of
$8,011(1 against the Sou', hwestem railroad by the jury which heard the evidence in the case in Judge Hoggin's
court. The plaintiff alleged personal
Injury and asked damages In the sum
El l'aso,

war-who-

BASE BALL

T

Are You on the Lookout

Passenger and Traffic Offlcl. These Three Are More Like
Chums Than Fellow
als Greatly Worried Over

er

ViL5

PAOE SETEH.

TAFT

nrrrrxr:-- .

L,

C1TTZO.

LINEN MARKET T. R.'S RELATION

Circulation

4

.

EVEXiTG

AT.l.TOLXRQTTE

special train of about
loaded with llvi

twenty-oysters-

rls last
le
as

ir- -

of
ed
ini
k

he
i ne to.... .
westwards.
increasing amount of freight business
lhto
and
goln'
and
from
coming
coast.
Foul union li oilei inakt i s in Mi
sineltei- at Dmitri is ouil Thursday in
resporse to u telegram c; lllng them
All
nut. without cause being Muled.
out h- union boilci'iuakers on II e
out,
telegram
th
western were called
.lid. The local boilernia k." s sav thev
re eal'.- -l
.to not know why they
.

ml.
lay Fouls, a brother oi Many E.
Fouls, the day lieket agent at t hi'
Santa Fe depot, has returned from a
rip to the east, and has resumed hi
old position in the freight otllce.
I

Subscribe for The Krenlug Citizen.
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its Location
HELKN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FKOM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND FOUNTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
FKKT. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND

0

STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A . D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
THE
BELEN
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER HILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY: LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE.
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY (S THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
'
ESTIMATED,

S
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TO BELEN, N, M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHN BECKER,

Pies

WM. M, BER6ER,

osoaooteo
KocKaoaKoa
Kao

A

Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED
EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAIN'S OF TIU3 SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LIVE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AM) WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

Im-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

S

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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ALBUQUERQUE

rAGS EIGHT,

the earliest possibk- date."
The
proeeiltnif letter wo received hero
yextentiiy from the, supervising: nrehl-tei- t
of tin- - Irensmv ilepartment at
Washington. Ii ('., a,,, I
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John B. Stetson Hats

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

r

t

l

1:1
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The new Stetson Derby $4.00
The new Telescope Soft Hat $4.00

W. L. Douglas Shoes

j SpringLamb

holm--

knouw lho

uro
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Hanan & Son's Fine Shoes
Sold fmm tho Atlantic lo llio
ill oastorii

rarlfic to llio best

tnwl

Monarch and Cluett Shirts
All llio novelties of the

Packages, 25c and Sic per lb.
1 lb. tins, 45c.
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Mr.
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libit u ho
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li.iby w on't suffer live minutes with
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HARDWARE

Plumbers

1

32

1

--

323

W R. R, Ave.

ST.
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Tinners
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Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads

Our
Line of

White

a life;
.
:iJ
i.wa. mm

"

Refrig-

,

j.j '?'bt-,-

Its-

erators

Ice

Cream
Freezers

K'SlESI It

the

most

complete
in the city
'it

Joseph Phillips, tho oontraetor, has
returned from Kai.ni, w litre he
oreotinir 11 line rosiilenco for one of
Mr. Phil
Uaton'.s loailins citizens.
lips gays that the now coal centor is
building
boom.
enjoying a Kooil
K. J. Sanford, president
of tho
Kansas City Union Depot Co., and
through
Mrs. Sanford, vho passed
here several days ago, en route to the
Grand Canyon, returned here this
morning. They expect to be guests
at the Alvarado for several day.
On Monday Tho Citizen will begin
publishing the names oompllod for
the new city directory. Any one not
finding his natne In the list will jiloa.se
(III ill blank, which will uppear
at
head of column and mail or bring
same to this office.
J. W. VVynetroop of Now
York
City, the vice president of I lie now
bank in New York City w hich is open
both day and night, and who has
been here for severul days, left for
New York this morning, via Kansas
City and Chicago.
The fancy dress ball given by tho
opera
Cotillion club at the Klks'
house last night completes the club's
Ija.sl
social events for this season.
night's affair was well attended ami
heartily enjoyed. The Kills orches
tra furnished the music.
H. Hoy MeCIntock, who made his
home In Albuipuerque several years
ago, was married in Kl Paso yesterday to Miss Olga Holm, of the latter city. Mr. MeCIntock Is manager
if the MoCllntock Advertising com
pany of Kl l'aso. While here he was
in the real estate business.
Frank Springer, one of Albuquer
iue's best known young- men, left
Wash., where
last night for
he goes to accept u position as book
keeper ror a large lumbering con
cern.
Mr. Springer resigned a po
sltlon In the otlices of the local shop
for the new and better position.
Ellis' orchestra has tendered I
services free for the beuelit of the
dance which will be given next Wed
nesday night at Colombo hall for th
St. Joseph's hospital, and there is lit
tie doubt but that the affair will be
a very pleasant one. A large nuni
her of tickets have been sold already
T. J. Matthews, of Sororro, man
nger of the southern division of the
Colorado Telephone company, spent
yesterday and today In Albuquerque
in conference with other officials of
the company.
He reports business
good and u prosperous season in sight
tor all classes In Socorro, Sierra and
other adjoining counties.
"In reply to the Inquiry contained
in your letter of March 2 It relative to
the status of work on tho drawings
for the proposed new federal building at Albuquerque, N. M., you are
advised that the sketch plana for this
building have now been approved by
the oubinet board and the working
drawings for same will be taken up

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
Anew supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
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Underwear for Stout Men
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Suits
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$18

r

$30

I
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The man who values
a fit, we want him.
We have what he
wants.
STE1N-BLOC-

H

Clothes with style in
them. The proof is
the trying on. A
pleasure.

III

Mk

$18

Hotel

$10 to $16. SO

1

111

i

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
110 West Gold

MACHINES

AGENTS rOR
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

Chicken Proth wilh C.ihlols.
Tomatoes.

Kelishes.
Young Onions, Uailishes,
Celery and Olives.
Stihulsi.

Ilalavia

White Asparagus Tips, with
Vinegar. Nett Sauce.

Creamed

and
Muatirooms
Tongue and Spinach.

Knli-ees-

John Deere Plows and Implements
ass--

I
I
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K! McCormick Mowers and Repairs

-

-

R2

.

winona Wagons m

.

lle.f

Itisisis.

Kirst of the Season.)

(

Siring ljillub with Caper Sauce.
Vescctnhlo-i- .

Potatoes (Krenchi.
Stewed In Cream.
(String) Heans,
Wax
Hutter S;uice.

Mashed
Hidden

Ioa:i

Wholesale Distributors

with

IH'SMTl.

Peach Tapioca Pudding. Apple. Mince
let? Cream.
or Pumpkin Pie.

43

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Tea, Coffee. Milk or lee Tea.
The above from 11:30 a. in. to

2 p.

in., for 25 cents.
First-clas-

ment.

s

Harvesting Machinery

service, courteous treatPatronage solicited.
Santa l'o

Not Made by the Trust

LADIES, ATTENTiOH!

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

direct from
Mr. Joseph Morelli,
New York city, has arrived here and
will hereafter be employed in my
Mr. Morelli Is an ex
tailor shop.
pert on LAD IKS.' TAILOR MADE
SUITS.
Suits of any style and de
scriptlon made to order at reason
able prices, and perfect satisfaction
guaranteed.
Also men's suits mad
Cleaning, pressing and re
to order.
pairing neatly done.
A.

J.

MORI-'.T-M-

103 X.

,

I'irst St.

FORGET THE ZEIGER'S
CAFE RESTAURANT TOMORROW
DON'T

FOR

o(I

Write

South riret Btrmmt
lie,403,117.North
4oi,
riret mtromt

119,

I

Albuquerque, Nei Mexico

FOR FIFTY
i mis MAXiiK

cm.oito s. iuk;s m
on iioitsix
IMKJS. i:. W. IKK, 0'2 S. I 1IPST SI
I'll i:n

FULLY WARRANTED
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DINNER

SUNDAY

YOUR

BEST IN THE CITY
CENTS.

niiirtMi

6

iiHinii

o

BEST SUNDAY DINNER IN THE
RES
CITY AT ZEIGER'S CAFE
TAURANT. FROM NOON TO 3 P. M.
ONLY FIFTY CENTS.
o
Hreed your mare to the best tro
219
ting stallion in New Mexico.
Copper avenue.
TONIGHT! TONIGHT! TONIGHTI
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.
TICKETS
AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Mitoelalloa Office
Transection

Guaranteed

1

18 W. R. R. Ave.

Have you any musical in
strument that needs repairs?
Isring it or ship it to
Learnard & Lindemann
largest music dealer In the south
west who have engaged the services of

H. K Spencer
expert

repairman, formerly of the
FACTORY. Chicago. III

STKORF.rt

Tuning anl Reflnlshiiig

specialty.

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents Itself of tha
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
bn patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the paat year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot thla same record be made here? It can 1
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It Is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
la owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.

w

B CANNOT

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

122 South Second
V.
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Diamond

NORTH FIRST STREET

l

Send in Your Watches for Repairs

THE WAGNER

The Railroad Avenue Clothier
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and
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JEWELERS

THE AUCa FRONT

Phone 185
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HERMAN
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new tlovlgnu nnil fahrlofi,

II

White and gray canvas Oxfords for

uiieii. low or high heels. dainty
Ivies, perfect inters, splendid weir- rs: prices ll.r.il .iii.l JJ.uu. C. May's
Sh.-Store. :il I West llailro.i.l

ea-- n.

rioooooooooooooooooooooooco
IvaraMo.
magic.
V. .1. GoubliuK aril wife, of Kansas
i
( itv.
Mo.,
hero yostenlay to
iiii: m: i:vnti:it m
i
A.
s.cml llicir lioncy niooii
iomoi:-i;nv- .
wii.i,
iMtirriv
nau.-llaime
ill
of the
Wright,
l! wn i: Lfl
iii.'Itkk
cy curio I'm. mi ct the AHara.lo.
VACATION I1Y TAKINj
Hill Mill! rXMII.Y TO T1IK COI.I'M- 'flic A IllllUUel Mile Jl a ll o!
c.leo cUil rclicarsi
for lonioi nn HI S 1IOII I. l Ut PINNI K. TIN Y
iosi .o!ie. on ai
aftertio.iii lias
i;i: .oiN;
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ilcci.linK to at- Mpi,iN;
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115-11- 7
teiiil th.- la.lian V. ar (lance at Islot.i.
Willi VSP Alt n s. M.lt I .i io- vi. i.
I'rof. A. Montoya. the rial ostalo m iv,i:s,
RVJ
Copper Ave., Tel.
Between railroad
tlio iiii:
ycstenlay
iiKiMit.
niav
imrcliasiHl
oi'
Yrisarii ranch near l.os ('.riekros. The i vi n i n:s.
ranch incluiles about ino acres, lifty
YOURS
THE
TAKIN- GFOR
of which are uniler en! ai ion. Th
price .ahl Is private.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
of EPH ANT.
Two larue frolchl locoinot Ives
tinCentral Mexic,.::o. which were
to he re
sent oast some time
SI XIUV III N N Kit.
ino.leli.-i- l
Into oil l.uniois. are in th
STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING
local yar.ls on the way hack hi i;I Santa I'o
'orn-- i of l
l'aso. 'I'hey are Xos. !'0:i uml y04.
HARNESS
SADDLERY
Slroet uml Silver Avenue Sn- be

Golden Gate coffee- - lb. tins, 40c.
- Ib. tins, 80c.
nothing like It In Hie city. Try

11.00.

Sun. lay

will

a it well k now ii
Cinciuna t i.
in A!bii'iucriUe have ic'.uiiieM from
a trip lo the
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I

Capitol Coffee
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M

l

tins, 8Bc.
.tins, J1.00.
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.

evening for
ilor.nlii Sprlncs to
t'f th- - Kooky
the mi
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the Lutheran
of
Mountain
church.
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Patent Colt Shoes
Patent Colt Oxfords
Vici Kid Shoes
Vici Kid Oxfords
Box Calf Shoes
Tan Calf Oxfords
Canvas Shoes and Oxfords
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Men's
Men's
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HPhe man who buys our shoes keeps buy- He recognizes the value of
ing them
quality and finds entire satisfaction in
every pair of these shoes . And even more
he has the added advantage ot getting the
s
latest in style and best in fit
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